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Rise and Fall of East Asian Dynasties

Location of Koguryeo Mountain Fortresses 資治通鑑 卷一百九十八

唐紀十四 太宗 貞觀二十一年 [647] “高麗依山爲城 攻之不可猝拔”

Koguryeo tomb paintings (top) Sam-silKoguryeo Paek-am Fortress (at Taizihe River 太子河 白巖城 雉)

chong, Ji’an 集安 三室塚; (bottom)

Northwestern Front View Length: 2 km; Height: 6-8 m. Northeast of Liaoyang

Deok-heung-ri tomb of Zhen (遼東太守

大兄 鎭 331-408) 南浦 德興里.

Mural of Tang Honor Guards from the
tomb of Princess Changle (太宗長孫皇

后所生 長樂公主 下嫁長孫無忌之
子 沖) dated 643. Liquan, Shaanxi
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Unified China and Yemaek Kingdoms

CHAPTER EIGHT

UNIFIED MAINLAND CHINA AND THE YEMAEK KINGDOMS
As an heir to the Xianbei conquest dynasties, Sui Wendi
conquered South China, clearing the ground for his cousin, Li Yuan, to
commence the Tang dynasty with a unified mainland China. Eastern
Turks were subservient to Sui, and then subjugated by Tang by 630.
The Yemaek Koguryeo co-opted the Mohe-Nüzhen Tungus
in eastern Manchuria c.400 CE. Northern Wei had maintained peaceful
coexistence with Koguryeo, but the Sui-Tang rulers of Xianbei
8.1. Kingship in Silla (57 BCE-935 CE)

provenance made war on this macro-Tungusic state, generating a

had alternated among the Pak-Seok-

diastrophism. The recorded number of combat troops mobilized by

Kim clans but was monopolized by the

Yang Guang for the war against Koguryeo was more than twice as

King Naemul’s (r.356-402) Kim clan.

large as the number of soldiers mobilized to conquer South China.

King Jin-heung (r.540-76) occupied the

After each defeat, the conquest of Koguryeo became a greater

Han River area in 551, acquiring a

obsession of the Sui rulers. Every campaign, however, ended so

gateway to Tang; conquered Great

disastrously that before long the war-exhausted Sui Empire crumbled.

Kaya in 562; and advanced Silla’s

Tang was saved from reenacting the fate of Sui only by the Taizong’s

frontiers into the Ham-heung plain in

timely death in 649. Empress Wu, in alliance with the Silla, was able to

the northeast. According to the Hanshu,

conquer Paekche in 660 and Koguryeo in 668, but fighting against the

Wudi of Han (r.140-87 BCE) launched

Silla began in 671, and the Tang army was expelled from the Korean

an attack on the eastern Xiongnu in 121

Peninsula by 676. The Tibetans defeated a large Tang army in 678.

BCE, and captured the gold statue that

There emerged the Second Eastern Turkic Empire in 682 and also a

had been sculpted and used for the

full-fledged macro-Tungusic Parhae in 698. The Tang were expelled

Rites to Heaven by the Xiongnu king,

from the Liao River basin by the mid-eighth century, retreating behind

Xiu-tu. Ri-di (Il-je in Korean), the crown
prince, killed his father and surrendered

the Great Wall.
Tang was neither powerful for long, nor long-lived. Sui had

to Han Wudi who made him Tu-Hou in

lasted 37 years. The “barbarian” vigor of Tang lasted only 31 years,

appreciation of his military exploits in

until 649, and the imperial power was taken over by Wu Zetian by 660.

suppressing a rebellion. Since the

Empress Wu ruled China, first through Gaozong, then through her

Xiongnu king, Xiu-tu, used to make gold

young sons, and finally as empress of a new dynasty. It was the

statues for the Rites to Heaven, Wudi

Xianbei tradition of actively managing women in the Sui-Tang court,

bestowed the surname Jin (Kim,

coupled with alien Buddhist ideology, that enabled Wu Zetian to make

implying gold) upon Ri-di.

herself Empress of Zhou. After the early 8th century, the polarization of

漢書 卷六十八 金日磾傳 第三十八

land ownership destroyed the Equal Field system and hence the

金日磾 [134-86 BCE] ...本匈奴 休屠

foundation of fubing. Its territory being divided into a number of de-

王太子也 武帝元狩 [121-7 BCE]中...

facto independent states under military governors, Tang went into a

擊匈奴右地 虜獲休屠王祭天金人...

coma after the An Lushan rebellion (755-63), apparently died in the

日磾以父不降見殺...俱沒入官...時年

Huang Chao rebellion (875-84), and was officially buried in 907 by Zhu

十四矣..武帝封日磾爲秺候...七世內

Wen, a Han Chinese general of peasant-rebel origin.
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1. Sui Unifies China as the Successor to Conquest Dynasties

Unification: Sui Conquers South China

侍...本以休屠作金人爲祭天主故因賜
姓金氏云

The Rouran Empire (402-552) was superseded by the
Eastern Turkic Empire. The Turks established two vast empires
by the late sixth century. The seat of the eastern Turkic rulers
with the imperial title of Khaghan remained on the upper Orkhon
(553-630), near the future Karakorum, while the western Turkic
rulers with the lower title Yabghu (葉護) stretched their empire
(576-657) from the great Altai to Persia and the Caspian Sea. 1 As
mainland China was unifying under the Sui dynasty (581-618),
there arose the Turkish confederacy along the Eurasian steppes.
Fusing the mobile striking power of the Xianbei cavalry
forces into the massive territorially administered soldiery (fubing)
instituted by Yuwen Tai in 550, Yang Jian (Sui Wendi) commenced
the great task of unification. General Yang Su (楊素 d.606) began
to build a large number of battle ships in Sichuan to swoop down
the Yangzi River, with a navy (舟師), through the Three Gorges
(三峽). By late 588, the 518,000-man Sui army was positioned on
the north side of the Yangzi, from Sichuan to the sea. The
invasion of the south was launched in January 589, immediately
capturing Jiankang (建康 modern Nanjing) and the Chen
emperor. Yang Guang (楊廣 Sui Yangdi b.569/r.604-18), the
twenty-one-year-old commander de jure of the Southern
expedition, let the captured Chen ruler write letters instructing his
upriver commanders to surrender. The court nobles and ranking
officials of Chen yielded quickly, but extremely violent anti-Sui
rebellions led by the native southern magnates broke out in 590.
Graff states: the Sui “have challenged the time-honored privileges
of the southern magnates, which would have included…
immunity from taxation and the ability to conceal families of
tenants and retainers from the state authorities with impunity.”2
Yang Jian let general Yang Su crush the rebels. Xiong
(2006: 18) says that “Yang Su, notorious for his cruelty, was a
perfect match for the rebels.” Carrying on the campaign into
Zhejiang, and dispatching one of his generals into the
mountainous coastal regions further to the south, Yang Su could
quickly put an end to the rebellions before the end of the year
590. Jiankang, the home of the émigré Han Chinese regime from
317 on, was razed to the ground and the land returned to
agricultural use. Yang Jian let his son, Guang, assume the task of

The epitaph for King Mun-mu (r.661-82)
of Silla states that he was a descendant
of “Tu-Hou, the Rites to Heaven.”

國新羅文武王陵之碑...我新□□君
靈源自□繼昌基於火官之后峻構方
隆由是克□□枝載生英異秺侯祭天
之胤傳七葉以□焉
大唐[新羅人]故金氏夫人墓銘..太上
天子..少昊氏金天卽吾宗…遠祖□日
磾...仕武帝…拜侍中…封秺亭矦自秺
亭已降七葉..避…故吾宗遠異於遼東
陝西省西安郭家灘 西安碑林博物館
The epitaph of a Silla lady (833-64)
excavated at Xi’an reads that her
remote ancestor was Jin Ri-di (Kim Ilje) whose descendants, for some
reason, later escaped to Liaodong.
Some Korean historians speculate that
they eventually came down through the
Korean Peninsula to join the founders
[Pak-Seok clans] of the Silla dynasty.
1

See Grousset (1970: 61, 67-72, 193).

According to Xu (2005: 179, 182), the
Rouran were “gradually incorporated
into the Shiwei tribal complex” after
552, and the Tartar might be “the other
name of some Shiwei tribes.” The
existence of numerous Turkic
loanwords in Mongolic suggests that
there were periods when the linguistic
ancestors of the Mongols were
dominated by a Turkic population with
massive cultural and political power,
and vice versa. In contrast to Mongolic,
the Tungusic shows very few lexical
parallels with Turkic. See Janhunen
(1996: 172, 183, 186).

Tang Inherits the Unified Mainland China

2

Graff (2002: 132, 135) On the eve of

the Six Garrisons revolt, Northern Wei
had a registered population of some 5
million households and 32 million
individuals, while Chen at the time of its
downfall had a registered population of
only 0.5 million households and 2
million individuals: “The southern rulers
did not have full access to this
population for purposes of tax and
corvée because so many people were
sheltered as the tenants or dependants
of powerful families (ibid: 127).”

資治通鑑 卷一百七十六 陳紀十 長
城公十月…凡…兵五十一萬八千 皆
受晉王(廣)節度 東接滄海 西距巴
蜀..十二月…隋軍臨江…我有…量其
甲士 不過十萬
資治通鑑 卷一百七十七 隋紀一 文
帝 晉王廣帥大軍…建康甲士 尙十
餘萬人…晉王廣命陳叔寶 手書招上
江諸將…以楊素爲行軍總管 以討之
3

See Graff (2002: 135), Wright (1978:

142-56), and Xiong (2006: 17-20, 25).

隋書卷四十八 列傳第十三 楊素…
祖暄 魏輔國將軍…父敷 周汾州刺
史…武帝[560-78]親總萬機…平齊之
役…每戰有功…宣帝卽位 [578]…進
位柱國…先是 素數進取陳之計…大
擧伐陳…聚三硤…素親率…陳主遣..
皆懼而退走 巴陵以東 無敢守者…
至漢口…及還 拜荊州總管…以其子
玄感爲儀同…江南人…聚衆爲亂...以
素爲行軍總管 帥衆討之
4

資治通鑑 卷一百七十六 陳紀十

至德四年…冬十月…隋主每旦臨朝
日昃不倦 卷一百七十七 隋紀一 開
皇十年 四月…上性情忌…有過失…
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pacifying the vast southern hinterland. Yang Guang returned
north ten years later, in 600, as the officially appointed heir
apparent, in place of his elder brother, the deposed crown prince.3
Yang Guang, marrying a royal princess of a southern dynasty (梁
明帝之女), had ruled the newly conquered south for a decade (at
Jiangdu 江都), according to Twitchett (1979: 6), “by liberal and
imaginative policies which achieved the allegiance of the southern
ruling class,” and hence cleared the ground for his cousin, Li
Yuan, to commence a dynasty with a unified mainland China.
The founder of the Sui Empire, in the account of the
Zizhi Tongjian, toiled in the court everyday from early in the
morning till after the sunset, administering the details and beatings
upon all sorts of offenders with sticks, in person and in open
court, and often as many as 4 times a day. 4
Sui Wendi, Wechsler (1974: 9-11) notes, tried his best to
“weld together the highly heterogeneous peoples” and unite “the
many disparate political, ethnic, and cultural groups that had
developed during the Period of Disunion.” A new capital on a
grand scale exceeding 30 square miles was constructed on the site
of modern Xi’an. The Great Wall was repaired, rebuilt, and
extended. Sui produced a new legal code and rationalized the local
government system in 607.
Until the Sui time, transportation in mainland China had
been carried on within natural regional compartments such as the
Wei River valley in Guanzhong, the lower Yellow River valley, the
wide valley of the Huai, and the lower Yangzi. After unification,
Yang Guang joined the regional canal networks with the northsouth Grand Canal system (in 605-9), integrating North China,
the military-political heart, with South China, the fertile
agricultural heart. First of all, in order to facilitate the
transportion between Chang’an (長安/大興城) and the rest of
mainland China, the 300-li Guangtong Canal (廣通渠) to
Tong’guan (潼關) in the east was constructed in 584 in order to
replace transportation via the Wei River which was often silted
and dried up. In 605, mobilizing one million men, the Tongji
Canal (通濟渠) was constructed to connect the Yellow River with
the Huai River and, mobilizing some 100,000 men, the canal was
further extended to connect the Huai River with the Yangzi River.
Hangzhou was the southern terminus of the Grand Canal. 5
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Koguryeo Becomes Macro-Tungusic State

每於殿庭捶人 一日之中或至數四

2. A Proto-Macro-Tungusic State in Manchuria: Koguryeo
5

In preparation for a full-scale attack

THE SUSHEN-YILOU WERE THE SUBJECT OF PUYEO

on Koguryeo, Yangdi mobilized one

The Dongyi-zhuan in the Weishu of Sanguozhi gives a brief
description of the Yilou as of the 3rd century CE. The Yilou are
the descendants of Sushen people [and the ancestors of the
Mohe-Nüzhen people]. Yilou is located in the mountainous forest
region northeast of Puyeo that reaches the ocean. They look
similar to the Puyeo people, but their language is different from
that of Puyeo and Koguryeo. They produce grains, cows, horses,
and hemp. Each village has a chieftain, but as a people, they do
not have a king. They raise pigs for food, use skin for clothes, and
grease their bodies with fats in winter for protection against wind
and cold. They use long bows which are as powerful as
crossbows, apply poison on (blue) stone arrowheads, and shoot
arrows with deadly accurate marksmanship. They were the
subjects of Puyeo since the time of the Han dynasty. As the
Puyeo exacted heavy taxes and corvée, the Yilou rebelled in 220-6.
The Puyeo made quite a few punitive expeditions against the
Yilou, but could not subjugate them because, though the Yilou
were small in number, they dwelt in extremely rugged forests
difficult to penetrate.6
The records of the Dongyi-zhuan are brief but give a
rather clear idea of the ancient relationship between the Yemaek
people in central Manchuria and the Mohe-Nüzhen people of
eastern Manchuria.

million men and women (for the first
time) in 608 and constructed the Yongji
Canal (永濟渠) that joined the Yellow
River near Liyang (黎陽) with its
northwestern terminus at Zhuojun (涿

郡) -- the modern Beijing area.
6

三國志 魏書 烏丸鮮卑東夷傳 挹

婁傳 在夫餘東北…濱大海 ... 其人形
似夫餘 言語不與夫餘句麗同 人多
勇力 無大君長 邑落各有大人 處山
林之間 其俗好養豬 … 其弓長四尺
力如弩 … 古之肅愼氏之國也 … 善射
射人皆入 ... 自漢以來臣屬夫餘 夫餘
責其租賦重 以黃初中叛之 [220-26]
夫餘數伐之 其人衆雖少 所在山險
鄰國人畏其弓矢 卒不能服
7

According to the Zizhi Tongjian, the

Koguryeo were roundly beaten by the
Murong Huang in November 342. They
were able to attack the Murong in June
385 to seize the Liaodong and Xuantu
commanderies by defeating the Later

KOGURYEO BECOMES A PROTO-MACRO-TUNGUSIC STATE

Yan forces, but were forced once again

By the turn of the fifth century, King Kwang-gae-to
(r.391-412) of Koguryeo decimated the Paekche army (in 395),
conquered Liaodong (c.392-9), and subjugated the Sushen people
(in 398). 7 Owing to the great military exploits of Kwang-gae-to,
Koguryeo ruled the Mohe tribes in eastern Manchuria including
the Blackwater-Mohe. As a result, there appear in various dynastic
chronicles rather conspicuous records of the Mohe soldiers
fighting for Koguryeo until the very last minute of its existence. 8
In the Samguk-sagi, there appear 6 records of Mohe
soldiers being mobilized to fight for Koguryeo. King Chang-su
(r.413-91), in personal command of 10,000 Mohe soldiers,

back to the Korean Peninsula by
November of the same year.

資治通鑑 卷九十七 晉紀十九 咸康
八年 [342] 十月 燕王皝 遷都龍城
十一月 皝自將勁兵四萬…以伐高句
麗…毁丸都城以還
資治通鑑 卷一百六 晉紀二十八 太
元十年 [385] 五月…燕王[慕容]垂
至常山…命帶方王[慕容]佐鎭龍城
六月 高句麗寇遼東 佐遣…將兵救
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Unified Mainland Confronts Koguryeo

之 爲高句麗所敗 高句麗遂陷遼東
玄莵…十一月…慕容農至龍城…將
步騎三萬…進擊高句麗 復遼東玄莵
8

廣開土大王碑文 八年 戊戌 [398]

敎遣偏師 觀息愼土俗 因使抄得...城
..男女三百餘人 自此以來 朝貢論事
金史 卷一 本紀第一 世紀 金之先
出靺鞨氏 靺鞨本號勿吉 古肅愼地
也 元魏時 勿吉有七部 曰粟末部…
曰黑水部 …唐初 有黑水靺鞨 粟末
靺鞨 其五部無聞 粟末靺鞨始附高
麗 姓大氏 李勣破高麗 粟末靺鞨保
東牟山 後爲渤海…黑水靺鞨居肅愼
地…亦附于高麗

嘗以兵十五萬衆助

captured a Silla province in 468; King Munja-myung (r.491-519)
sent a general with Mohe soldiers in 507 to attack Paekche; King
Yung-yang (r.590-618) personally led 10,000 Mohe soldiers and
attacked Liaoxi in 598; King Bo-jang (r.642-668) sent a general to
relieve the An-shi Fortress in command of a 150,000-man
Koguryeo-Mohe army in 645; the Koguryeo army, together with
the Mohe and Paekche soldiers, attacked Silla in 655; and King
Bo-jang sent a general in command of the Mohe soldiers to attack
a Silla castle in 661.9
According to the History of Jin, “150,000 BlackwaterMohe soldiers” fought on the side of Koguryeo against the Tang
Taizong’s army at the An-shi Fortress in 645. The Old History of
Tang records that 150,000 Koguryeo and Mohe soldiers came to
rescue the An-shi Fortress, and reports that Taizong buried alive
the captured Mohe soldiers, some 3,300 in number.10

高麗拒唐太宗 敗于安市
9

三國史記 高句麗本紀 長壽王 五

3. Unified Mainland China Confronts Macro-Tungusic Koguryeo

十六年 (468) 王以靺鞨兵一萬 攻取
新羅悉直州

SUI PERISHED BY DISASTROUS CAMPAIGNS AGAINST KOGURYEO

There appear 32 records of Paekche
battles against the Mohe soldiers in the
Paekche Pon-gi, and 23 records of Silla
battles against the Mohe soldiers in the
Silla Pon-gi of Samguk-sagi.
10

11

See sidenote 20.

See Barfield (1989: 136-8) and Graff
(2002: 143).

12

隋書 卷八十一 列傳第四十六 東

夷 高麗 開皇十八年 [598] 元率靺
鞨之衆萬餘騎寇遼西 榮州總管韋沖
擊走之 高祖聞而大怒…總水陸討之
…復遇疾疫…罷兵…大業七年 [611]
…車駕渡遼水 上營於遼東城…班師
…九年 帝復親征之…會楊玄感作亂
…十年 又發天下兵…至遼水…更圖
後擧 會天下大亂 遂不克復行

The Eastern Turks remained subservient to Sui during
597-615 as a consequence of the Wendi’s cunning promotion and
exploitation of splits within the Turkish leadership. By simply
manipulating intrigues, Yang Jian could split Turkic power,
eliminate refractory khans, and bring the remaining khans to
suzerainty.11 The Sui army occupied the area of modern Hanoi in
602, and invaded Champa around the area of modern Da’nang in
605. But this new dynasty was destined to perish in four decades
as a result of disastrous campaigns against the Yemaek people
who had established a proto-macro-Tungusic state in Manchuria.
Twitchett (1979: 7) declares: “a series of costly and abortive
expeditions against Koguryeo produced widespread disorders,
which destroyed Sui power.”
Koguryeo, just like Chosun in the time of Han, occupied
Manchuria east of the Liao River as well as the northern part of
the Korean Peninsula, with its capital located at Pyung-yang. In the
Sui period, Franke and Twitchett (1994: 4) state, “only one of
China’s neighbors, Koguryeo in northern Korea and southern
Manchuria, had any claim to be a ‘state’ with a mainly sedentary
population and stable institutions. All other border peoples, from
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Yunnan to the border of Hopei, were tribal peoples, many of
them living a seminomadic life without any permanent large-scale
structures of government.” Yang Jian, Xiong (2006: 20-1) notes,
seeing that “Koguryeo was becoming a dominant power in
Manchuria,” sent an intimidating letter to the ruler of Koguryeo,
chastising him “for expelling the Mohe and encircling the Qidan.”
Koguryeo was the first to open hostilities against the Sui.
According to the Suishu and Samguk-sagi, King Yung-yang (r.590618) of Koguryeo, leading a ten-thousand-strong army of Mohe
cavalrymen, invaded Yingzhou (modern Chaoyang) in early 598
and “triggered a violent response from Wendi.”12
Yang Jian mobilized the army and navy, appointed his
youngest son, Prince Liang, as the Chief Commander, and then
launched a full-scale expedition against Koguryeo on February 4,
598. The 300,000-strong army, however, first had difficulties with
food supplies, and then was caught in the usual heavy summer
rain that turned roads to mire. The Sui army suffered an epidemic
and food shortages, while its navy was destroyed in a violent
windstorm. The Sui army was withdrawn at the end of
September. Fewer than 20 percent of them returned home from
this expedition.
Yang Guang (Yangdi r.604-18), the second Sui emperor,
looked upon the eastern Turks as important allies. In 605, he
dispatched 20,000 Turks to destroy the Qidans, and threatened the
Koguryeo with an attack by the Turks if they did not submit to
his rule. When Yangdi visited the Turkish headquarters in 607,
however, the Khaghan was found negotiating with envoys from
Koguryeo.13 When Yangdi later attacked Koguryeo expecting
Turkish support, the Turks failed to appear.
Yangdi hastened the extension of the Grand Canal from
Hangzhou to the Luoyang region (Banzhu) in the northwest, and
then to the region of Beijing (Zhuo).13 Special war taxes were
levied on the rich in 610. The largest force in history, said to
number 1,133,800 combat troops and almost twice that number
of corvée labors for logistical support, was assembled at Zhuojun,
just south of modern Beijing. The Zizhi Tongjian further counts
10,000 watermen on 300 vessels, 30,000 javelin-men, 30,000
crossbowmen, 50,000 carts to transport clothing, armor and tents,
and 600,000 men to push wheelbarrows. The recorded manpower
mobilized by Yang Guang seems to have amounted to nearly

Yangdi Defeated in War against Koguryeo

13

三國史記 高句麗本紀 第八 嬰陽

王 九年 王率靺鞨之衆萬餘 侵遼西
…隋文帝聞而大怒

命…將水陸三十

萬來伐…軍中乏食 復遇疾疫 師還
死者十八九 十八年 初煬帝之幸啓
民帳也 我使者在啓民所...與之見帝
…帝…宣旨曰…苟或不朝…往巡彼土
…啓民突厥可汗也
14

隋書 卷四 帝紀第五 煬帝下 大

業八年 [612] 春正月 大軍集于涿郡
…左第一軍…第十二軍… 右第一軍
…第十二軍 …凡此衆軍…總集平壤
…百戰百勝之雄… 總一百一十三萬
三千八百人 號二百萬 其餽運者倍之
癸未

第一軍發

終四十日…九年

[613] 春正月 徵天下兵 募民爲驍果

集于涿郡…二月…復宇文述等官爵..
四月 車駕渡遼…六月 禮部尙書楊
玄感反於黎陽…上班師 高麗犯後軍
…十年 [614]

二月

詔百僚議伐高

麗 數日無敢言者…行幸涿郡…班師
According to Graff (2002: 127), on the
eve of the Six Garrisons revolt, Tuoba
Wei had a registered population of
approximately 5 million households and
32 million individuals. The Samguk-saki
records that Koguryeo had 0.69 million
households at its downfall. We may
infer from this figure that approximately
4.4 million individuals had inhabited the
Koguryeo’s domain of central and
eastern Manchuria and northern part of
Korean Peninsula by the 7th century.

資治通鑑 卷一百八十一 隋紀五 煬
帝 大業七年 [611] 討高麗…發江淮
以南水手一萬人 弩手三萬人 嶺南
排鑹手三萬人..勅河南淮南江南造戎
車五萬乘…供載衣甲幔幕 令兵士自

War-Exhausted Sui Empire Crumbles

挽之…發江淮以南民夫及船運… 諸
倉米至涿郡…又發鹿車夫六十餘萬
15

See Lee (1984: 47).

資治通鑑 卷一百八十一 隋紀五 煬
帝 大業七年 六月 來護兒 帥江淮
水軍…進入自浿水…簡精甲四萬 直
造城下…大敗…還者不過數千人…
宇文述…七月 至薩水 軍半濟 高麗
自後擊…凡三十萬五千 及還…唯二
千七百人…帝大怒 鎖繫述等…引還
16

See Wright (1979: 143-149).

17

See Wechsler (1974: 14-6).

資治通鑑 卷一百八十二 隋紀六 煬
帝 大業九年 [613] 八月 遣…李淵
…爲留守 關右十三郡兵 皆受徵發
18

The Turco-Tibetan leaders were

incorporated into the imperial family
system by the bestowal of the imperial
surname, marriage with princesses,
and assimilation of future leaders as
hostage princes at the Tang court. See
Franke and Twitchett (1994: 8, 14).
19

See Barfield (1989: 140, 142).
20

See Graff (2002: 196-7).

舊唐書 卷三 本紀第三 太宗下 貞
觀十八年…李勣爲遼東道行軍總管..
發天下甲士 召募十萬 並趣平壤 以
伐高麗…十九年 [645] 春二月 上親
統六軍發洛陽…五月 車駕渡遼 上
親率鐵騎與李勣圍遼東城 因烈風發
火弩 斯須城上屋及樓皆盡 麾戰士
令登 乃發之 六月 師至安市城 高
麗…師兵十五萬來援...秋七月
進軍攻…不克 乃班師

李勣
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three-quarters of the total estimated number of Tugusic people in
Koguryeo’s domain (4.4 million) at that time.14
The recorded number of combat troops mobilized for
the war against Koguryeo was more than twice as large as the
number of soldiers mobilized by Yang Jian to conquer South
China (said to number 518,000) in 589 that was personally led by
the then twenty-one-year-old Yang Guang. According to Xiong
(2006: 57), the total number of soldiers under arms in the fubing
system at that time was estimated at about 600,000. An
expeditionary army almost twice its size must therefore have
included a large number of poorly trained recruits, which could
only serve to weaken the combat effectiveness of the Sui forces.
The new recruits must have consisted mostly of Han Chinese
peasants (called up for temporary service as an extension of
corvée obligation) from those regions that did not have the fubing
headquarters, i.e., the eastern plain and the south.
Yang Guang ordered his army to begin their march
eastward on February 8, 612. Unlike the Han Chinese emperors,
Yangdi led his army in person. The Kogureyo fortresses along the
east bank of the Liao River held out against the Sui army until the
late summer rains made military operations impossible. The
40,000-man naval force from South China that had launched a
direct attack on Pyung-yang was annihilated. When Yangdi failed
to take Liaodong Fortress (modern Liaoyang), he had let a third
of his forces, some 300,000 strong led by Yuwen Shu (宇文述
d.616) and Yuwen Zhong (宇文仲 d.612), strike directly at Pyungyang. But the Sui army was lured into a trap by General Ulchi
Mun-deok and suffered a calamitous defeat at the Sal-su (Cheongcheon River). It is recorded that only 2,700 of the 300,000 Sui
soldiers who had crossed the Yalu River survived to find their way
back. Yang Guang had to lift the siege of Liaodong Fortress and
return to Luoyang.15
On April 27, 613, Sui Yangdi again crossed the Liao
River, but in the midst of the campaign, word reached Yangdi of
the revolt by Yang Xuan’gan (楊玄感 d.August 613), the Duke of
Chu (楚), president of the Board of Ritual (禮部尙書), and son of
the great Sui general Yang Su (d.606). He had been stationed at
Liyang (where the Yongji Canal joined the Yellow River to be
connected to the Tongji Canal) to supervise the transport of
supplies. On June 28, 613, Yangdi had to return with his army.
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The Sui army crossed the Liao River a third time in 614, but again
the fortresses along the river held. He ordered the armies to stand
by for a fourth expedition in 615, but by this time the country was
seething with rebellion.
After each defeat, the conquest of Koguryeo became a
greater obsession of Yang Guang. Every campaign, however,
ended so disastrously that before long the war-exhausted empire
crumbled.16 Sui Yangdi should have pondered the reason why the
Tuoba-Xianbei Northern Wei (386-534) had maintained a peaceful
coexistence with the macro-Tungusic Koguryeo.

Tang Replaces Sui, Confronts Koguryeo

舊唐書 卷一百九十九上 列傳第一
百四十九上 高麗…西北渡遼水至于
榮州…貞觀十九年…李勣...率步騎六
萬…太宗親御六軍以會之… 夏四月
李勣軍渡遼 進攻蓋牟城 拔之 獲生
口二萬…功沙卑城 拔之 虜其男女
八千口…進軍於遼東城...國內及新城
步騎四萬來援遼東…帝渡遼水...見士
卒負擔以塡塹者…親於馬上持之...燒
死者萬餘人 俘其勝兵萬餘口...師次
白崖城…其城因山臨水 四面險絶…
乃悉降…獲士女一萬 勝兵二千四百

4. Tang Replaces Sui and Also Confronts Koguryeo

…車駕進次安市城...高惠貞率高麗靺

鞨之衆十五萬來援安市城..收靺鞨三

In 613, during the Yang Guang’s second campaign
against Koguryeo, Li Yuan was put in charge of transporting
provisions at the Huaiyuan garrison in modern Liaoning province.
When the Yang Xuan’gan’s revolt erupted in June 613, Yangdi
(Yang Guang) appointed Li Yuan as commander of the GansuShaanxi area (關右) to repel the rebels by mobilizing all armies
under his command. In 616, he was awarded the post of
Commander (留守) of Taiyuan, which was the site of his nominal
fief, Duke of Tang. Li Yuan, at the age of fifty-one, struck a deal
with the Turkish khaghan, led 30,000-man troops out of Taiyuan
on July 5, 617 with his eldest son, Jiancheng (who was later
appointed heir apparent), and the second son, 19-year-old Shimin
(who had masterminded the revolt, later murdered his elder
brother, and forced his father to abdicate), and occupied Chang’an
on November 9, 617.17 At that time, Yangdi was on an inspection
tour at the Huai-Yangzi area. Li Yuan took the throne himself as
the first emperor of the Tang dynasty on May 20, 618, and the
whole of mainland China was pacified ten years later, by 628.
Barfield (1989: 141) notes that Li Shimin was a “master
of strategic retreat, letting larger armies exhaust themselves before
he attacked. He personally led troops in battle and had four
mounts shot from under him. He enshrined these horses in stone,
with an accurate rendering of each horse’s physical traits,
including the number of arrow wounds. Such concern with detail
about horses and battles was characteristic of steppe leaders.”
Shimin was adept at the game of steppe politics, displaying a

千三百 盡坑之…不能克…班師
資治通鑑 卷一百九十七 唐紀十三
太宗 貞觀十八年 十一月…帥江淮
嶺峽兵四萬 長安洛陽募士三千 戰
艦五百艘 自萊州 泛海 趨平壤…李
世勣爲遼東道行軍大總管 師步騎六
萬 及蘭河二州降胡 趣遼東...十九年
四月…拔蓋牟城 獲二萬餘口…襲卑
沙城…獲男女八千口…五月..攻遼東
城..所殺萬餘人 得勝兵萬餘人 男女
四萬口…六月..攻白巖城…得城中男
女萬餘口…車駕…至安市城…八月
…築山晝夜不息 凡六旬…勅班師…
21

See Lee (1984: 48).

22

舊唐書 卷一百九十九上 列傳 第

一百四十九 渤海靺鞨 史臣曰 隋煬
帝 縱欲無厭 興兵遼左…遂亡其國
我太宗文皇帝 親馭戎輅 東征高麗
雖有成功 所損亦甚…悔於出師…夷
狄之國 猶石田也 得之無益 失之何
傷 必務求虛名 以勞有用 但當修文
德以來之 被聲敎以服之 擇信以撫
之 謹邊備以防之 使重譯來庭
海入貢 玆庶得其道也

航
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Taizong Defeated in War against Koguryeo

23

資治通鑑 卷二百 唐紀十六 高宗

profound knowledge of steppe culture and nomad battle tactics. 18

顯慶二年 [657]…五月…請隔日視事
許之…四年 八月 自是 政歸中宮矣
Wu Zetian (武則天/武曌 624-705)
was “the daughter of Wu Shihuo [who]
was a member of a locally prominent
clan in Taiyuan [and] a gifted military
strategist … [W]hen Gaozu raised his
rebellion, he was given a staff position
… For his services … he was given a
dukedom, and Gaozu showed him
exceptional favor by selecting a second
wife for him from a collateral line of the
Yang, the Sui royal family. Wu Zhao
was born of this union” at Xi’an;
became a concubine of Taizong in 637;
concubine of Gaozong in 654; and then
empress on October 19, 655. See
Twitchett and Wechsler (1979: 245-6)

舊唐書 卷六 本紀第六 則天皇后…
幷州文水人也 父士彟

隋大業末爲

鷹揚府隊正 高祖行軍於汾 晉 每休
止其家 義旗初起 從平京城 貞觀中
累遷工部尙書 荊州都督
舊唐書 卷五十八 列傳 第八 武士
彟 家富於財…爲太原留守…勸高祖
擧兵 自進兵書及符瑞…及義兵將起
…以士彟爲大將軍…不預知
The sixth generation ancestor (洽) of
Wu Shihuo was a Northern Wei general
(平北將軍) who had settled in the
Wenshui area. Wu Shihuo’s great
grandfather (居常) was a general (鎭原

將軍) of Northern Qi; his grandfather
(儉) held a military post of Northern
Zhou; and his father (華) was an official
of Sui. 趙文潤, 王雙懷, 武則天評

傳, 西安: 三秦出版社, 2000.
24

See Skaff (2009: 183-4).

LI SHIMIN DEFEATED BY THE MACRO-TUNGUSIC KOGURYEO

As an heir to the Tuoba-Xianbei conquerors, Li Shimin
was able to rule both the steppe and mainland China. Turkish
tribes either went over to Tang or fled west. The Eastern Turks
under the Tang banner expanded Tang’s border deep into Central
Asia, extending Tang’s direct authority to Pamirs by 648. A Tang
army decimated the Western Turks in 657, and extended Tang
authority to the northeastern border of Persia.19 As far as the
“Eastern Barbarians” were concerned, however, it was an entirely
different story. Taizong, just like the Sui emperors, experienced
humiliating defeats in the battles against Koguryeo.
In 644, the Tang forces were sent to probe the Koguryeo
defenses in Liaodong. In the spring of 645, Li Shimin reached the
front and the invasion began. Once again, and unlike the Han
Chinese emperors, Taizong led his army in person. The Tang
army numbered no more than 113,000 combat troops because Li
Shimin did not want to repeat the mistake of Sui Yangdi: bringing
more men than could be fed.20
The army led by Taizong and general Li Shiji marched
on Liaodong, while a naval force numbering 40,000 men in five
hundred ships sailed to attack Pyung-yang from the sea. Li Shiji
was the general who was sent over the Gobi in 629 by Taizong in
command of 100,000 troops to conquer the Eastern Turks.
According to the Old Tangshu, the emperor personally carried the
heaviest earth bag to fill up the moat around the Liaodong
Fortress, and himself sucked the blood from an arrow wound
suffered by one of his generals.
Li Shimin managed to capture the Liaodong Fortress
and a number of others. The invasion force, however, was halted
before the An-shi Fortress (modern Yingzheng’zi), southwest of
Liaoyang. Although a minor link in Koguryeo’s chain of defensive
strongholds, it withstood a siege of more than sixty days, during
which the Tang army threw all its strength into as many as six or
seven assaults in a single day. The defenders, commanded by Yang
Man-chun, hurled back each fresh attack.21 Li Shimin had
personally commanded the generals and led the attacks. After two
months of futile attempts to take the fortress, and facing the
imminent onset of the bitter winter, he ordered a withdrawal.
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Taizong bestowed one hundred pil of silk upon the Koguryeo
commander of the An-shi Fortress in appreciation of his
successful defense and loyalty to the king. The whole expedition
ended in great disaster.
Early in 647, the Tang army once again attacked
Koguryeo, but the results were inconclusive. In 648 Li Shimin
announced that in the next year he was going to raise an army of
300,000 men to crush Koguryeo. Chagrined at his only major
defeat, Taizong died in the following year. Lewis (2009a: 34) states
that “Taizong’s timely death in 649 saved him from reenacting the
fate of [Sui Yangdi] who invaded the Korean Peninsula.”
The chronicler of Old Tangshu commented: “The avarice
of Sui Yangdi caused the expeditions across the Liao River that
had ruined the dynasty. The expeditions by Taizong gained some
but lost more. He himself regretted of having made such
campaigns. The barbarian land covered with gravel is useless even
when conquered, and there is nothing to lose when abandoned.
Futile hardships for vanity! It is better to communicate with them
through interpreters, and induce them to pay homage and
tributes.”22

Empress Wu First Conquers Paekche

25

資治通鑑 卷二百 唐紀十六 高宗

顯慶五年 [660] 百濟故有五部 分統
三十七郡 二百城 七十六萬戶…置
熊津五都督府 以其酋長爲都督刺史
26

Twitchett and Wechsler (1979: 282)

In 658, Empress Wu had ordered Xue
Rengui to attack the Koguryeo fort of
Chifeng (高麗之赤峯鎭). Koguryeo
dispatched General Du-bang-ru leading
30,000 soldiers to fight back. The Tang
force could destroy the Koguryeo army
with the help of the Qidan.

資治通鑑 卷二百 唐紀十六 高宗
顯慶三年 六月 榮州都督兼東夷都
護 程名振 右領軍中郞將薛仁貴 將
兵攻高麗之赤峯鎭拔之 斬首四百餘
級捕虜百餘人 高麗遣其大將豆方婁
帥衆三萬拒之 名振而契丹逆擊 大
破之 斬首二千五百級

EMPRESS WU CONQUERS PAEKCHE AND KOGURYEO

27

Li Shimin was succeeded by Gaozong (b.622/r.649-83),
who was sickly and weak-minded. Wu Zetian (624-705) ruled
China, first through Gaozong (660-83), then through her young
sons for a period of time (684-90) after Gaozong’s death, and
finally as empress of a new dynasty, Zhou (690-705). Empress Wu
is said to have been the first and the last woman ruler in China. 23
Gaozong, in poor health for some time, had been forced
to retire to a summer palace and to hold court only on alternate
days after May 657. According to the Zizhi Tongjian, Empress Wu
killed, first of all, the Gaozong’s uncle, the distinguished general
and the most influential senior minister Changsun Moji, in July
659, and began administering the empire in August, gradually
exterminating the powerful royal family members. Twitchett and
Wechsler (1979: 255) state: “the empress’s position became
virtually impregnable after the tenth month of 660, when
Gaozong apparently suffered a serious stroke. … [T]he empress
Wu was ruler of the empire in fact if not in name.”
Unlike Sui Yangdi and Tang Taizong, Empress Wu

第十 寶藏王 二十七年 分五部 百

三國史記 卷第二十二 高句麗本紀

七十六城 六十九萬餘戶 爲九都督
府 四十二州 百縣 置安東都護府於
平壤以統之

See Lee (198 4: 66-69).

資治通鑑 卷二百一 唐紀十七 高宗
總章元年 十月 擢其酋帥有功者 爲
都督刺史縣令 與華人參理…二年四
月 高麗之民 多離叛者 敕徙高麗戶
三萬八千二百於江淮之南 及山南京
西諸州空曠之地 畱其貧弱者 使守
安東
Yun Gae-so-mun (淵[泉]蓋蘇文
d.665) was the de facto ruler of
Koguryeo in its final days (642-65). The
epitaph for his eldest son (泉男生 63479) was discovered in Luoyang in 1921,
and he was designated as a native of
Pyung-yang-seong, Liaodong

Empress Wu Then Conquers Koguryeo
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Commandery. The epitaph for his son

enlisted, for a start, an eastern-peninsular ally, Silla, against the
Paekche in the rear of Koguryeo. In March 660, Empress Wu sent
an invasion fleet against Paekche under the command of Su
Dingfang, while Silla forces led by Kim Yu-sin marched to attack
Paekche in concert. Su Dingfang was the general who, leading
10,000 allied Uighur cavalry, had destroyed the Asana Helu’s (阿史
那賀魯) Western Turkish army in 657 in a battle fought at the
Irtysh (Yexi) River running parallel to the southern edge of the
Altai Mountain chain. The victory had consolidated Tang rule
over much of modern Xinjiang. 24 The 100,000-man Tang army
captured the capital of Paekche in August 660. The Paekche state
with 5 Regions (Bu) and 760,000 households was divided into 5
Dudufu (都督府), 37 commanderies, and 200 castles. 25
With Paekche secured as a base, Empress Wu planned a
multi-pronged invasion of Koguryeo by Tang forces advancing
both from Paekche and from Liaodong.26 But the Tang forces in
Paekche were tied down by a rebellion and were unable to join in
the assault. In 661, Su Dingfang sailed his fleet to the Tae-dong
River, making a frontal attack on Pyung-yang. The Tang force was
defeated by Yun Gae-so-mun. The remnants of the Paekche
resistance force, on the other hand, were annihilated in 663.
After the death of Yun Gae-so-mun in 666, a power
struggle broke out among his sons and younger brother. The
eldest son was driven out by the second son. He fled to the old
capital at Kug-nae-sung and then surrendered to Tang in June,
while the younger brother of Yun Gae-so-mun went over to Silla
in December. Empress Wu was too smart to miss such a golden
opportunity, and mounted a fresh invasion under the command
of Li Shiji in July 667. Silla launched a coordinated offensive in
August. The Tang army received active assistance from the
defector this time. Koguryeo held out for another year, but the
end came in September 668. The Koguryeo state of 5 Regions
(Bu), 176 fortresses, and 690,000 households was divided into 9
Dudufu (都督府), 42 prefects (zhou 州) and 100 counties (xian 縣),
and ruled by the Protectorate-General to Pacify the East located
at Pyung-yang (Andong Duhufu). The meritorious Koguryeo
collaborators were appointed as Dudu, Prefects, and Magistrates,
with the participation of the Chinese in administration. Since
many Koguryeo people revolted, as many as 38,200 wealthy and
powerful households were expelled in April 669 and resettled in

(獻誠 649-92) designated him as a
person of the Koguryeo state. The
epitaph for the third son (男産 639701) of Yun Gae-so-mun was
discovered in 1922 at Luoyang, and he
was designated as a Chosun person of
Liaodong. The epitaph for Ko Jin (高震
700-73), a grandson of Koguryeo’s last
king (Ko Bojang 高寶藏 r.642-68),
states that he was a Parhae person (渤

海人), implying that “Parhae” became
synonymous with “Koguryeo” by the
late eighth century. See Ancient
Epigraph of Korea 1,1992, pp. 491-544.
28

三國史記 卷第七 新羅本記 第七

文武王下 十一年 大王報書云 先王
貞觀二十二年 [648] 入朝 面奉太宗
文皇帝恩勑 朕今伐高麗 非有他故
憐爾新羅攝乎兩國…我平定兩國 平
壤已南 百濟土地 並乞爾新羅
A Tang general was appointed as the
chief of the Paekche Commandery at
first but, in order to placate the Paekche
people, he was soon replaced by a son
of the Paekche’s last king.
29

30

Samguk-sagi, Lee ed. 2 (1983: 150)

資治通鑑 卷二百二 唐紀十八 高

宗 儀鳳三年[678] 九月 上將發兵討
新羅…諫曰 今吐蕃爲寇…新羅…未
嘗犯邊

若又東征...不勝其弊 上乃

止...將兵十八萬 與吐蕃將…戰於靑
海之上

兵敗...所虜…黑齒常之…襲

擊…收餘衆還…永隆元年[680] 七月
吐蕃寇..衛將軍黑齒常之擊却之…擢
常之爲河源軍經略大使…開屯田…
歲收五百餘萬石 由是 戰守有備焉
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the vacant frontier provinces of mainland China. 27

Silla Expels Tang: Unification of Peninsula

The first contacts of Tibetans with the
outside world were two emissaries sent
to Sui in 608-9. The Lhasa kingdom

5. Unification of the Korean Peninsula: Silla Expels the Tang
Army

soon became the master of the high
Tibetan plateau, subjugated the
Tanguts (in northeastern Tibet) in 638,

According to the Samguk-sagi, Li Shimin had solicited in
648 the collaboration of Silla to conquer Koguryeo and Paekche,
promising the Silla the entire Korean Peninsula south of Pyungyang. When the Silla succeeded in destroying Paekche and
Koguryeo in coalition with the Tang forces, they were shocked to
see Empress Wu establishing Prefectures not only in the old
Paekche and Koguryeo territories but also, even nominally, in Silla
territory, appointing King Mun-mu as Great Governor-General of
the Kye-rim Prefecture (鷄林州大都督).28 Wu Zetian established
the Protectorate-General to Pacify the East (Andong Duhufu 安東
都護府) at Pyung-yang, giving it jurisdiction over not only the
former Koguryeo and Paekche territories but also the Silla land as
well. The reward to Silla for its alliance with Empress Wu was the
same treatment, at least formally, as the vanquished.
In July 670, the Silla army occupied 75 Paekche castles.
An armed clash between the Silla and the Tang forces south of
old Paekche capital occurred in Janaury 671. The Samguk-sagi
records the Silla army beheading 5,300 Tang soldiers and
capturing six Tang army officers in June, and attacking 70 Tang
vessels to capture a general and some 100 soldiers on October 6,
671. The Silla army, together with the remnants of the Koguryeo
army, attacked the Tang force in August 672, beheading several
thousands of Tang soldiers. The Tang army, augmented by the
Qidan and Mohe auxiliaries, attacked the northern frontier of Silla
in September 673, but the Silla army defeated the enemy,
beheading some two thousands altogether in nine battles. When
Silla occupied all of the Paekche territories and further absorbed
the Koguryeo rebels, Empress Wu dispatched a 200,000-manstrong army led by Liu Rengui, Li Bi, and Li Jinhang (劉仁軌/李弼
/李謹行) in January 674, but Silla was able to destroy the Tang
army led by Li Jinhang on September 29, 675, capturing 30,380
horses. The Silla also succeeded in putting the Tang army led by
Xue Rengui (薛仁貴) to flight in the same month, beheading 1,400
soldiers and capturing 1,000 horses. In the following months of

and proposed a marriage alliance with
Tang. In 641, Taizong gave Princess
Wencheng to the Tibetan ruler.
According to Lattimore (1940: 222-3),
the outlying Tibetans in the north and
northeast could be “conquered” by the
political power effected in the extreme
southeast only “by converting them into
conquerors” of the Turkistan-Gansu
oases. By 663, the Tibetan Empire
controlled the far northwestern reaches
where the Karakorum Range becomes
the Pamirs, including an area around
Kashgar, and dominated the Western
Turks. The Tibetans were able to
establish control over the whole of the
Tarim Basin in 670-7. Taking advantage
of Tibetan internal turmoil, however,
Empress Wu managed to recover
control over the Tarim Basin by 693.
The Tibetans entered into a brief
alliance with the Arab forces, but the
Tang armies ended Arab-Tibetan rule in
Ferghana in 715. After incessant
invasions, Tibet signed a peace treaty
with Tang in 821. In the late ninth
century, the Tibetan Empire suddenly
collapsed. See Beckwith (1987: 17-24,
30-6, 43, 54, 81-3, 167, 169).
Lama-Buddhism, Lattimore (1940: 21820) states, “was at first the instrument
of the secular kings, who used it to
circumvent the feudal power of local
nobles [regionalism]. The church was

Defense against Tibetans More Urgent

corporate; its institutions…established
in every locality. … The centralized
Lama church, however, “superseded
the kings themselves by subordinating
the state and incorporating it within the
church. No new form of state arose…to
displace …the church [supremacy].”
31

資治通鑑

卷二百二

唐紀十八

高宗 儀鳳元年[676] 二月 徙安東都
護府於遼東故城 先是有華人任安東
官者 悉罷之 徙熊津都督府 於建安
故城 其百濟戶口 先徙..皆置於建安
舊唐書 一百九十九上 列傳 第一
百四十九上 東夷 高麗 儀鳳中[6769] 高宗授 高藏開府儀同三司遼東都

督 封朝鮮王居安東 鎭本蕃爲主 高
藏至安東 潛與靺鞨相通謀反 事覺
召還配流...聖曆二年 [699] 又授高藏
男德武爲 安東都督 以領本蕃
唐書 卷二百二十 列傳 第一百四十
五 藏子德武爲安東都督 後稍自國
32

Lee (1984: 71-3)

See also Twitchett (1979: 441).
33

高震 [700-73] 墓誌銘

唐…安東都護…大曆八年…薨又洛陽
…公諱震…渤海人 祖[寶藏王/高]藏
…朝鮮郡王…禰…安東都護…公迺扶

餘貴種辰韓令族…繼代稱王 嗣爲國
賓…嗣子…韓國古代金石文 p.541- 4
34

舊唐書 卷一百九十九下 列傳 第

一百四十九下 北狄 渤海靺鞨 渤海
靺鞨大祚榮者本高麗別種也 高麗旣
滅 祚榮率家屬徙居營州 萬歲通天
年[696]契丹...反叛 祚榮與靺鞨乞四
比羽各領亡命東奔...則天命..先破斬
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that year, the Silla further won a series of battles (18 in number)
against the Tang army, beheading 6,047 Tang soldiers and
capturing 200 horses. The Silla navy defeated the Tang navy in 22
battles along the Paekche coast in the month of November 676,
beheading some 4,000. 29 The conflict between Tang and Silla had
in effect escalated into the Six-Year War (671-6) between the Tang
and the Yemaek cousins in the Korean Peninsula.
By the end of 676, Silla succeeded in expelling the entire
Tang army from the Korean Peninsula. On February 6, 676, the
Andong Duhufu and Ung-jin Dudufu (together with many Paekche
people) had to be relocated to Liaoyang in Liaodong (relocated to
Xincheng 新城 in February 677) and Jian’an (建安), respectively.
Silla came to occupy all of the Paekche territories and much of
the southern Koguryeo. On September 7, 678, Twitchett (1979:
284-5) quotes the Zizhi Tongjian, Empress Wu “was dissuaded
from mounting a major campaign against Silla, on the grounds
that defense against the Tibetans was then far more urgent a
matter than control of Korea. The plan to conquer and administer
Korea was abandoned.” The 180,000-man Tang army was indeed
destroyed by the Tibetans at Qinghai on September 12, 678, and
the Tang commanding general was rescued by the daring exPaekche general, Heuk-chi Sang-ji. 30
The Laiodong region came under Tang control after the
fall of Koguryeo in 668. When the Andong Duhufu retreated to
Liaodong in 676, Empress Wu dismissed all the Han Chinese (華
人) officials and, in order to placate the former subjects of
Koguryeo, enfeoffed the last king of Koguryeo, Bo-jang, as the
“King of Chosun,” and appointed him Governor-General (Dudu
都督) of Liaodong on February 24, 677. Bo-jang, however,
plotted rebellion in collusion with the Mohe people and hence
was recalled and banished in 681. Subsequently, his son, Teok-mu
(德武), was appointed as Andong Dudu (安東都督) in 699.31 Bojang’s grandson, Ko Jin (高震 700-73), succeeded Teok-mu. They
were able to secure virtual autonomy for the region they
governed, even to the point that historians sometimes refer to
Liaodong as “Lesser Koguryeo.” 32 Andong Duhufu was abolished
in 756, and Ko Jin’s son apparently could not succeed his father’s
position. Ko Jin’s epitaph, excavated at Luoyang, reads that he and
his father were both Protectorate-General to Pacify the East (安東
都護 Andong Duhu), and that Ko Jin was a “Parhae person.” 33
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乞四比羽..祚榮合高麗靺鞨之衆以拒
...契丹及奚盡降突厥

6. The Full-Fledged Macro-Tungusic State: Parhae

道路阻絶 則

天不能討 祚榮遂率其衆東保桂婁之
故地 據東牟山築城以居之…驍勇善

A KOGURYEO VARIETY FOUNDS THE PARHAE-MOHE STATE

用兵 靺鞨之衆及高麗餘燼 稍稍歸

The remnants of the Koguryeo people, together with
the Sumo-Mohe tribe, established the Parhae (Bohai) dynasty
(698-926) in Manchuria. The founder of Parhae was [the son of] a
former Koguryeo general, Tae Cho-yung (大祚榮 r.698-719).
Upon the fall of Koguryeo, his family had settled at the modern
Chaoyang area (柳城) in Yingzhou (營州), but seizing upon the
occasion of an insurrection by the Qidan chieftain Li Jinzhong in
May 696, Tae Cho-yung led a band of followers eastward,
established the capital at the old “Kye-ru” place called Dong-mo
Mountain (東牟山/敦化敖東城) and, in 698, proclaimed himself
king of Chin (apparently also called Parhae-Mohe), renamed
Parhae in 713. The Tang army, sent by Empress Wu immediately
after the death of Li Jinzhong on October 22, 696, was
annihilated by Tae Cho-yung. The incursion of the Qidans and
the Turks into Liaoxi in 696-8 disconnected mainland China from
Manchuria. The Chaoyang area was recovered by Tang in 717 and
was governed by Yingzhou Dudu (營州都督平盧軍使).
The Parhae-Mohe section of the Jiu Tangshu (Old
History of Tang) states that the founder of Parhae Kingdom, Tae
Cho-yung, was of the Koguryeo variety. The “Tae” clan and Choyoung himself seem to belong either to the core Koguryeo royal
clan, Kye-ru, or to a naturalized Sumo-Mohe clan.34
The second king, Tae Muye (武王/大武藝 r.719-37),
greatly expanded the Parhae territory, adopted his own reign-title,
and awed the northeastern barbarians into obedience. The
Blackwater-Mohe tribes, however, sent an envoy to the Tang court
in 726, and let Xuanzong establish, although only nominally, the
Blackwater-zhou in their land. This provoked Tae Muye to launch
an attack on the Blackwater-Mohe c.726-32. In 732, Tae Muye
sent a naval expedition to raid the Tang port of Dengzhou in
Shandong Peninsula. Tang and Silla joined hands in 733 to strike
at Parhae in concert from two sides, but failed. Although the
Blackwater-Mohe Section of Xin Tangshu curtly states (in 13 letters
altogether) that tribute envoys (from the Blackwater-Mohe) came
to the Tang court ten more times between 766-820, they seem to

之 聖曆中[698-9] 自立爲振國王...南
與新羅相接...東北至黑水靺鞨..風俗
與高麗及契丹同…中宗卽位…將加冊
立 會契丹與突厥連歲寇邊 使命不
達 睿宗 先天二年[713] 遣...冊拜祚
榮爲...渤海郡王...開元七年 [719] 祚
榮死 玄宗遣使弔祭 乃冊立其嫡子
桂婁郡王大武藝襲父爲...渤海郡王...
十四年 [726] 黑水靺鞨遣使來朝 詔
以其

地爲黑水州...武藝...遣...發兵

以擊黑水... 二十年 [732] 武藝遣...
攻登州...詔…新羅發兵以攻其南境..
竟無功而還...二十五年 [737] 武藝病
卒 其子欽茂嗣立...冊...渤海郡王...
寶應元年 [762] 進封[渤海]國王
唐書 卷二百一十九 列傳 第一百四
十四 渤海 本粟末靺鞨附高麗者 姓
大氏...地直營州東二千里 南比新羅
...東窮海 西契丹...乞乞仲象者 與靺

鞨酋...東走...其子祚榮...因高麗靺鞨
兵拒...於是契丹附突厥王使道絶 不
克討...自號震國王..盡得扶餘沃沮弁
韓朝鮮海北諸國...睿宗[710-2]先天中
[712-3]遣使拜...渤海郡王...自是始去

靺鞨號 專稱渤海 玄宗開元七年...子
武藝立 斥大土宇 東北 諸夷畏臣之
…天寶末 [742-56]...徙上京[龍泉府]

直舊國三百里 忽汗河[牧丹江]之東
...至是遂爲海東盛國

地有五京 十

五府 六十二州 以肅愼 故地爲上京
曰龍泉府...其南爲中京曰顯德府 領
盧顯鐵湯榮興六州... 濊貊故地爲東
京曰龍原府… 沃沮故地爲南京曰南
海府... 高麗故地爲西京曰鴨淥府...
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曰長嶺府...扶餘故地爲扶餘府 常屯
勁兵扞契丹…龍原東南瀕海 日本道
也 南海新羅道也 押淥朝貢道也 長
嶺營州道也 扶餘契丹道也
新五代史 四夷附錄 第三 渤海…唐
高宗滅高麗 徙其人散處中國…高麗
別種大乞乞仲象..子祚榮立...中宗時
置忽汗州…封渤海郡王…其國土産物
與高麗同
欽定 滿洲源流考 卷八 疆域一 渤
海…遼史言

渤海大氏始…東牟山…

舊唐書作桂婁之東牟山 桂婁爲高麗
部名 高麗五部 西漢以還桂婁部爲
王 三國志 魏書東夷傳 高句麗傳
…本涓奴部爲王

稍微弱 今桂婁部

代之 See also Twitchett (1979: 441).
35

The Cefu Yuangui (冊府元龜 卷九

百七十一 朝貢四, 卷九 百七十五
褒異二) records the Blackwater-Mohe
sending tribute-envoys to the Tang
court 8 times in 622-6, 3 times in 72830, and 7 times in 741-52.
36

The epitaphs for both third and fourth
daughters address Tae Hummu as
emperor (皇上).

冊府元龜 卷九百七十一 外臣部 朝
貢四 開元一十八年 [730] 五月 黑水
靺鞨遣使…朝獻方物
金史 卷一 本紀 第一 世紀 金之先
出靺鞨氏 靺鞨本號勿吉 古肅愼地
也 元魏時勿吉有七部 曰粟末部...
曰黑水部...唐初有黑水靺鞨粟末靺
鞨 其五部無聞 粟末靺鞨始附高麗
…開元中[713-41] 來朝 置黑水府 以

部長爲都督[725] 其後渤海盛强 黑
水役屬之 朝貢遂絶
37

See Lee (1984: 72).

have been subjugated by or put under control of Parhae by the
time of the An Lushan Rebellion.35 The Blackwater-Mohe was
thereafter replaced by Silla in the jurisdiction of the Pinglu-Ziqing
Military Governor (平盧淄靑節度觀察使;海運押新羅渤海兩蕃使)
who began to handle diplomatic contacts with only Parhae and
Silla.
The area of Dunhua (敦化), where the tomb of the
second daughter (貞惠公主 737-77) of the third king Tae Hummu
(文王 大欽茂 r.737-94) was excavated, is believed to have been
the first capital of Parhae for the period of c.698-742. According
to Twitchett (1979: 442), “Parhae reached the peak of its power
and attained a very high level of culture” during the 57-year
Hummu’s reign. Fanke and Twitchett (1994: 3) state that Parhae
“was an independent state, with five capitals, a sophisticated
Chinese-style bureaucratic government, an elite with a mastery of
literary Chinese, and a developed culture that had…flourished for
two centuries.” Parhae had maintained, Crossley (1997: 19) notes,
“a caste system of rank by birth, in which upward mobility for the
common people was virtually impossible.” Tae Hummu was
apparently addressed as Emperor in the Parhae court. The epitaph
for the queen of the 9th Parhae king, discovered in 2008 near the
tomb of the fourth daughter (貞孝公主 757-92) of Hummu at
Helong (吉林和龍市龍頭山), uses the term Empress (順穆皇后).36
NAME OF THE STATE “PARHAE-MOHE” BECOMES “PARHAE”

According to the Xin Tangshu, Tae Cho-yung was able
eventually to occupy almost the whole of the Puyeo-OkjeoPyunhan-Chosun territories and, after Tang Ruizong (r.710-2)
awarded him the title “King of Parhae Jun (渤海郡王),” he
dropped the “Mohe” from the name of his state (Parhae-Mohe)
and started calling it simply “Parhae.” The boundary of Parhae
reached Silla in the south, Qidan [not Tang, according to the Xin
Tangshu] in the west, the East Sea in the east, and the BlackwaterMohe in the northeast. According to the Jiu Tangshu, Tang
Daizong (r.762-79) elevated the title to “King of Parhae State (進
封國王)” in 762. Taking advantage of the An Lushan Rebellion
(755-63), Parhae had absorbed the Lesser Koguryeo and occupied
the Liaodong Peninsula by that time.37
When the Parhae envoy arrived at the Yamato court in
Japan for the first time in 727, they apparently claimed that
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.
“Parhae” was old “Koguryeo,” stating
that it recovered
Koguryeo’s old territory and was maintaining the Puyeo customs.
The Parhae sovereign’s message to the Yamato Kingdom in 798
declares that the King may dare say that Parhae has been faithfully
following the Koguryeo (or the footsteps of the Ko lineage).38 In
the records of Shoku-Nihongi for September 18, 758, January 1,
759, and December 17, 778, the envoys to and from Parhae are
called the envoys to and from Koguryeo [written Koryeo].
The leadership element of Parhae could have been
drawn from the Mohe-Nüzhen people (more specifically, the
Sumo-Mohe), but they, after all, had been part of Koguryeo. As
Henthorn (1971: 54) puts it, the Parhae state “was based upon the
foundations welded together by Koguryeo.” Parhae coexisted with
Tang and survived twenty years more until 926.

The Nature of Tungusic Parhae Dynasty

38

聖武 神龜四年 九月 渤海郡王使

首領…來着…十二月 渤海郡者 舊高
麗國 五年 … 上其王書 … 曰復高麗之
舊居 有扶餘之遺俗 續日本紀 二,
pp. 182, 186, 188.

渤海康王與日本國桓武書 [796]…可
尋於高氏 (日本逸史 卷七 類聚國
史 卷一百九十三) in 柳得恭, 渤海
考 國書考三 (compiled in 1779-84)
translated by Song (2000: 195).
39

遼史 卷三十八 志第八 地理志二

東京道 東京遼陽府 本朝鮮之地…
漢末爲公孫度所據..以勾麗王安爲平
州牧居之 元魏太武遣使...唐高宗平

THE PARHAE TERRITORY

高麗 於此置安東都護府 後爲渤海

The Liaoshi (History of Liao) clearly records that Parhae
established its prefectures (zhou) at the old Koguryeo fortresses
(cheng) such as the An-shi-seong (Anshi-cheng), the Kae-mo-seong
(Gaimou-cheng), the Paek-am-seong (Baiyan-cheng), the Liao-seong
(Liao-cheng), and the Shin-seong (Xin-cheng, near today’s Fushun), in
the Liaodong area, established the Nanhaifu at the Bi-sa-seong
(Beisha-cheng) that was located at the southern tip of Liaodong
Peninsula, and also established its prefectures such as Xianzhou
(顯州) and Qianzhou (乾州), somewhere in the Liaoxi area.39
The Parhae sovereign’s message to the Yamato court in
796 states that Parhae recovered the entire old Koguryeo territory
and its ruler’s authority now shines beyond the Liao River (遼外).40
Parhae came to occupy virtually the whole of Manchuria,
including the old Koguryeo territories in Manchuria, some new
Liaoxi area, and the Songhua-Ussuri basins as well as the whole
adjoining coastal zone along the East Sea. At the end of the
Tianbao era (天寶 742-56), Parhae moved its capital northeast
along the Mudan River (牧丹江), i.e., from the old capital (舊國
of the period c.698-742) to Ning’an (寧安), that came to be called
Shangjing (上京龍泉府) with the ensuing establishment of the
Five-Jing system containing Fifteen-Fu and Sixty-two-Zhou.
According to the Lie-zhuan section of Xin Tangshu, the
Middle Capital (中京) of Parhae, called Xiandefu (顯德府), had six
“zhou”: Xianzhou (顯州), Luzhou, Tiezhou, Tangzhou, Rongzhou,

大氏所有...遼河出東北山口..入于海
盧州…本渤海杉盧郡
鐵州…高麗爲安市城 唐太宗攻之不
下 薛仁貴白衣登城 卽此渤海置州
興州…本漢海冥縣地 渤海置州
湯州…本漢襄平縣地 渤海置州
顯州…本渤海顯德府地 世宗置 以
奉顯陵…東丹人皇王墓也…置醫巫
閭山絶頂築堂曰望海…穆宗葬世宗
於顯陵西山…有十三山
營州
辰州...本高麗蓋牟城…渤海改爲蓋州
瀋州…本挹婁國地 渤海建瀋州…
巖州…本渤海白巖城 太宗撥屬瀋州
…白巖縣 渤海置 遼州 本…渤海爲
東平府 唐太宗親征高麗 李世勣拔
遼城 高宗詔程名振蘇定方討高麗至
新城大破之 皆此地也 [遼 阿保機]
太祖伐渤海 先破東平府…有遼河
海州…高麗爲卑沙城 唐李世勣嘗攻
焉 渤海號南京南海府
乾州…本漢無慮縣地 靈山縣 本渤
海靈峰縣地
開州…本濊貊地 高麗爲慶州 渤海

Parhae Territory in Liaoshi and Xin Tangshu

爲東京龍原府 有宮殿...唐薛仁貴征
高麗...擒善射者於...
穆州...本渤海會農郡
同州...本漢襄平縣地 渤海爲東平寨
咸州..本高麗銅山縣地渤海置銅山郡
韓州…高麗置鄚頡府…渤海因之
銀州…本渤海富州 Yinzhou
信州…渤海置懷遠府 Xinzhou
金史 卷二十四 志第五 地理上 廣
寧府…本遼顯州…廣寧有遼世宗顯陵
閭陽 遼乾州 廣德軍…有凌河 有遼
景宗乾陵
欽定滿洲源流考 卷十 疆域三 渤海
國境…中京 顯德府…渤海白巖城 按
唐太宗貞觀十九年 伐高麗 旣得遼州 進
軍白巖城 克之置巖州…南京 南海府...

高麗時卑沙城... 渤海爲南海府 隋大
業十年 來護兒出海道至卑奢城敗高麗兵

卷十一 疆域四 顯州…本渤海顯德
府地…以奉顯陵…本漢無盧縣 卽醫
巫閭…自錦州…至顯州…遼西州…本
漢遼西郡地 世宗置州屬顯州…廣甯
本陽羅郡渤海顯德府 遼世宗改顯州
…乾州…本漢無慮縣…本渤海…縣…

乾州故城在廣甯府西南七里
40

渤海康王與日本國桓武書

[796]

土統舊封…遼外光耀 (日本後紀 卷
五 類聚國史 卷一百九十三) 柳得
恭, 渤海考 Song (2000: 193)
41

新唐書 志第三十三下 地理七下

自鴨綠江口舟行百餘里..東北三十里
…得渤海之境…又泝流五百里

至丸

都縣城…又東北泝流二百里 至神州
又陸行四百里 至顯州 天寶中 [742756] 王所都 又正北如東六百里 至

渤海王城
42

舊唐書 卷三十九 志第十九 地理
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and Xingzhou. According to the Liaoshi, every one of those six
prefectures of Xiandefu, including Xianzhou, belonged to the
domain of the Liao Eastern Capital (東京道 東京遼陽府), and
were located around the Liao River, some in the east and some in
the west.41 Apparently measuring the distances from an early
Parhae border prior to the An Lushan Rebellion, however, the
Geography Section of the Xin Tangshu mentions a place named
“Xianzhou” that had been located deep in the Long White
Mountains, saying that Xianzhou was briefly the capital of Parhae
sometime during the era of Tianbao, before being relocated to
Shangjing.42 On the basis of this single record, Chinese and
Japanese historians have, first of all, decided to identify the “Xianzhou” appearing in the Geography Section with the “Xian-defu”
appearing in the Lie-zhuan Section, and then begun “discovering”
every one of those six prefectures listed in the Lie-zhuan at all
sorts of odd places (such as 熊岳, 龍井, 西古城子, 茂山, 天寶
山, 延吉) in order to locate the entire “Xian-defu” of Parhae
deep in the Long White Mountains, drawing the maps of Tang
territory to include the whole Liaodong area until the fall of the
Tang dynasty in 907.
A map of Tang provinces in Twitchett (1979: 403, 488)
shows the Yingzhou and coastal region of Liaoxi to the west of
the Liao River included in Tang’s territory as of 742, but another
map shows the Tang borders pushed behind the Great Wall by
763. Tang’s Andong Duhufu had been established in 668 at Pyungyang; retreated to Liaodong in 676; relocated to Pingzhou in 714;
pushed out to Liaoxi in 743; and then abolished altogether in 756,
the year An Lushan proclaimed himself Emperor of the Greater
Yan. 42 According to the Lie-zhuan of Xin Tangshu, the boundary
of Parhae reached Qidan in the west, but Qidan had never
occupied Liaodong in Tang time. According to the Old History of
Five Dynasties, Abaoji, the founder of the Liao dynasty, launched
an attack on the “Liaodong of Parhae (渤海之遼東)” in 925.43
Chinese and Japanese historians, however, contend that the entire
Liaodong area was ruled by Tang until the very end of the
dynasty. Hence and contrary to the Liaoshi, Parhae could not have
established its prefectures there. These historians either believe
that the Liao had somehow created duplicate place names (of
those which are imagined to have been located in the Long White
Mountains area) anew in the Liaodong-Liaoxi area, or never
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mention the records of Liaoshi at all, dismissing it as utterly
unreliable.
The Jiu Tangshu was compiled by the Shatuo court of
Later Jin (936-46) between 941-5. The Liaoshi was compiled rather
hastily at the end of the Mongol Yuan dynasty (1206-1368) in a
mere eleven months between 1343 and 1344, and hence one can
find quite a few inconsistencies in the records. The Jinshi (History
of Jin) was also compiled by the Yuan court in less than twenty
months, from April 1343 to November 1344. The Xin Tangushu,
on the other hand, was compiled very “systematically” under the
auspices of the Han Chinese Northern Song court, that claimed
itself heir to the allegedly “Han Chinese” Tang dynasty, over the
17 year period from 1044 to 1060. The ideological basis of the
New History of Tang was the “Sinocentric Restoration of Han
Chinese Dynasty,” amplifying the subjective moral judgments.

Forming the Macro-Tungusic People

二

總章元年…置安東都護府於壤...

上元三年…移...於遼東郡...儀鳳二
年 又移置於新城 開元二年 移…於
平州置

天寶二年

移於遼西..至德

[756-7]後廢

FORMING THE MACRO-TUNGUSIC PEOPLE

Since the turn of the fifth century, Koguryeo began to
rule the Mohe tribes in eastern Manchuria. The Parhae dynasty
was established by the Yemaek people of central Manchuria
together with the Mohe people of eastern Manchuria who were
the descendants of the Sushen-Yilou people. The ethnic character
of the latter part of the Koguryeo Kingdom (c.400-668), just like
that of the Parhae (698-926), may be defined as macro-Tungusic.
The first half of the macro-Tungusic union that had lasted more
than two and a half centuries was apparently dominated by the
Yemaek Tungus, but the second half of the union that had lasted
more than two centuries may have been dominated by the MoheNüzhen Tungus. Unlike the Yemaek people, the Mohe-Nüzhens
had never been able to establish a state, not even a walled-town
state. Only by uniting with the Yemaek people, could the MoheNüzehns establish a full-fledged dynasty, Parhae, for the first time
in their ethnic history, upon the foundations welded together by
the proto-Macro-Tungusic Koguryeo.
According to Chinese chronicles, the language of PuyeoKoguryeo-Paekche was different from that of Sushen-YilouMohe. The latter is definitely classified as the Tungusic branch (of
the Altaic language family). It seems that modern linguists,
whether the Pro-Altaists or Anti-Altaists, are still not certain
whether to classify the Yemaek language of central Manchuria as

8.3. Parhae in Liaodong and Liaoxi
Di Li Tu in Cao Wanru (1990: 72)

8.4. The Sino-Japanese version of the
Tang-Parhae-Silla boundaries
43

舊五代史 卷一百三十七 外國列

傳第一 同光中 [923-6] 阿保機…三
年 擧其衆討渤海之遼東
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Yemaek in Manchuria and in Peninsula

遼史 卷三十六 志第六 兵衛志 五
京鄕丁...遼陽漢之遼東 爲渤海故國
中京 漢遼西地 自唐以來契丹有之
卷三十八 志第八 地理志二 東京遼
陽府 遼州 本…渤海爲東平府 唐太
宗親征高麗 李世勣拔遼城 …蘇定
方…至新城大破之 皆此地也 太祖
伐渤海 先破東平府…有遼河
44

45

See Janhunen (1996: 153).

See Lamb (1995: 156-69). The

Mayan civilization reached a zenith
around 750, but their society imploded
because of severe droughts between
760-910. See Peterson and Haug
(2005: 322-7). Graff (2002: 242-3)
notes that “In the early 870s, drought
and famine led to an intensification of
bandit activity in Henan as desperate
peasants swelled the ranks of the
roaming gangs.”
46

Buddhism was regarded as a

political-religious ideology to further the
secular objective of the state. After

just another Tungusic branch. Direct interaction and linguistic
assimilation between the Yemaek and the Mohe-Nüzhen for more
than 500 years (after c.400 CE) would inevitably have affected the
lexical and the structural properties of both languages. The
Korean language originating from the Puyeo-Kogurye-Silla
language and the Manchu language originating from the SushenMohe-Nüzhen language both reveal the phenomenon of vowel
rotation and a systematic shift of vowel qualities which led to the
restructuring of the vowel paradigm as well as to the reorientation
of the pattern of vowel harmony.44
With the appearance of the Mohe-Nüzhen Jin and Qing
empires, the “pure-blooded” Yemaek Tungus came to be confined
to the Korean Peninsula. The Yemaek cousins who stayed behind
in Manchuria came to be thoroughly assimilated into the so-called
“Manchu,” the macro-Tungusic people, under the leadership of
Mohe-Nüzhen. Their assimilation process might remind one of
the history of Viking kingdoms. The Danish-dominated Viking
empire (1397-1523) was dissolved by the Swedish rebellion, and
Denmark further lost southern Sweden around Lund in 1658. By
1814 there appeared the Swedish-dominated Scandinavia, in the
form of the Suedo-Norwegian union under the Swedish king (that
lasted until 1905), confining the once-dominant Danish Vikings to
the Jutland Peninsula and the two islands. It would perhaps be
difficult for the ancestors of the Viking warrior to comprehend
the modern-day Danish farmers, quite content with a bucolic life
of breeding pigs and cattle for meat and dairy products.

unification by the Silla, however,
Buddhism began to separate itself from
politics, losing its political influence but

7. Decline and Fall of the Dynasties in East Asia

gaining religious autonomy.
DYNASTIES WERE COLLAPSING EVERYWHERE
47

48

See Lee (1984: 59-61, 81).

The Unified Silla established a

National Confucian College in 682,
accepting only the members of the
aristocracy as students. A sort of state
examination system was introduced in
788, not as a system of selecting
government officials, but as a gesture

Periods of drought in the Mediterranean, North Africa,
and far to the east into Asia had two high points, between 300-400
and around 800. Many places where agriculture had been carried
on with elaborate irrigation networks were abandoned due to
widespread drought.45 The decline and fall of the Tang dynasty
had already begun in the middle of the eighth century. Franke and
Twitchett (1994: 5-6) point out that “around 840 the stability of
northern Asia began to unravel. First the Tibetan kingdom
suddenly collapsed … [T]he Uighur empire disintegrated … The
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Tang empire was destroyed by…rebellion…. In the last years of
the century, central authority began to break down in Japan …
[T]he Silla kingdom broke up into three regional warlord states…
Parhae went into a terminal decline … and in the far southwest
Nanchao too fell apart … and in AD 900 the international
situation had been fluid for some sixty years, and governments
were collapsing everywhere.”

Dynasties Were Collapsing Everywhere

to emphasize Confucian learning for the
aristocrats. See Lee (1984: 83-4).
49

The head-rank six lineages were just

below the true-bone royal clans. The
head-rank six through head-rank four
were allowed to occupy only the lower
positions, constituting the lower echelon

FALL OF SILLA IN THE KOREAN PENINSULA

of the aristocracy. Head-ranks from one

The three kingdoms in Korea proper had evolved from
pluralistic regimes into centralized aristocratic states centered
upon the kingship, giving former tribal or clan chieftains
appropriate ranks in the hierarchic bureaucracy. Military forces
were put under the authority of the king as commander-in-chief,
who often led troops in person and fought in battle. The council
of the high aristocracy made decisions on the most important
matters of state. Fortresses were built in the regions, and the
aristocratic castle lords served both as governors and military
commanders. Buddhism was seen as well-suited to the unity of
the nation’s people and hence was eagerly accepted by the royal
house and aristocracy.46
A Buddhist monk, Sun-do, came to Koguryeo in 372
from the Fu Jian’s Former Qin. In 384, the monk Malanant’a from
Eastern Jin brought Buddhism to Paekche. Buddhism was
officially accepted belatedly by the Silla in 535, overcoming the
initial hostility of the shamanistic aristocracy. The rulers of Three
Kingdoms thought that Buddhism would serve to enhance
harmony, unity, and cohesion for a centralized aristocratic state
headed by a king. The official Buddhist establishment, with its
hierarchy of administration at the provincial and national levels,
amplified the aspect of Buddhism as a doctrine for the protection
and well-being of the state. The Buddhist teaching of rebirth
based on karma was understood as a doctrine giving recognition
to the privileged position of the aristocracy. 47 The rulers of
Koguryeo, Paekche, and Silla, just like the rulers of TuobaXianbei Wei, Sui, and Tang, vigorously promoted Buddhism until
it became the dominant system of thought in the Unified Silla.
Many eminent Silla monks made the journey to Tang and India.
The Silla had never adopted the examination system.48
Rather, Silla continued as a hereditary aristocratic society, and

to three designated the common
people. The bone-rank system dictated
the kind of clothes, carriages, daily
utensils, and houses of the members.
50

When Korea proper was divided into

several kingdoms, ceaselessly fighting
each other for conquest or simply to
capture slaves, the rulers of each state
had to maintain not only a strong
autocratic rule for instant nation-wide
mobilizations, but also a rational and
fair institutional arrangement to
consolidate the loyalty of peasants.
After the unification by Silla, however,
the aristocratic system soon began to
degenerate into a ruthless means to
exploit peasants. See Lee (1984: 80,
93-8) and Han (1997: 134-7).
51

資治通鑑 卷二百 唐紀十六 高宗

顯慶二年 [657] 十月 蘇定方擊西突
厥沙鉢羅可汗 至金山北…至曳晊河
西…唐兵及回紇萬餘人擊之…沙鉢
羅…脫走趣石國
資治通鑑 卷二百一 唐紀十七 高宗
龍朔三年 [663] 九月 初百濟西部人
黑齒常之 [d.689] 長七尺餘 驍勇有
謀略…爲達率兼郡將猶中國刺史也..
保任存山…旬日間歸附者三萬餘人..
常之復取二百餘城…定方不能克..據
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Decline and Fall of the Silla Kingdom

險以應福信 百濟旣敗 皆帥其衆降
資治通鑑 卷二百二 唐紀十八 高宗
永隆元年 [680] 七月 吐蕃寇河源
左武衛將軍黑齒常之 擊却之
資治通鑑 卷二百三 唐紀十九 高宗
永淳元年 [682] 是歲 突厥餘黨 阿
史那骨篤祿 [Ilterish Khaghan r.68291]…等 招集亡散 據黑沙城反

資治通鑑 卷二百四 唐紀二十 則天
后 垂拱三年 [687] 突厥骨篤祿…寇
朔州 遣燕然道大總管黑齒常之擊之
…突厥皆散走磧北
52

See Barfield (1989: 145), Twitchett
(1979: 284), Lewis (2009: 33), and
Graff (2002: 206).

53

Lewis (2009: 180-1) notes that “the

Taiping (太平) Princess supported and
then carried on the work of her mother,
Empress Wu. The Anle (安樂) Princess
performed a similar service for Empress
Wei (韋皇后), who dominated the court
after 705. Indeed, the history of the
court in the first decade of the eighth
century [until June 20, 712] is largely a
battle between the Taiping Princess and
her two major enemies, the Empress
Wei and the Anle Princess.”
54

See also Twitchett (1979: 366), and
Graff (2002: 211).

maintained the indigenous link between the prerogatives of birth
and advancement to high office in government. Members of the
holy-bone and the true-bone lineage monopolized the throne and
top decision-making positions.49 The Council of True-Bone Nobles
made decisions on succession to the throne and the declaration of
war. Aristocratic holders of government office and military
command were rewarded with large amounts of land and
prisoner-slaves. Garrisons called Jeong or Bannermen (停/幢
differentiated with the color of the sleeves) were established in
each province, commanded by the true-bone generals.
By the mid-eighth century, the culture and arts of the
Unified Silla society seemed at the height of their glory. Beneath
the surface, however, power struggles between the leading (眞骨
true-bone) aristocratic clans and ruling (聖骨 holy-bone) royal families
set in motion the process of the nation’s decline and fall. 50 The
beginning of this turbulent period coincided with the beginning
of global drought c.800 CE. Ambitious nobles created private
military forces, arming their slaves and recruiting roaming
peasants. There occurred open contests for the throne, producing
twenty kings during Silla’s last 155 years (780-935). A contender
for the throne often had to ally himself with local chiefs. In the
countryside, the castle lords, some of them with a capital
aristocratic background but most of them indigenous local
headmen in the final days, usurped the positions of the provincial
magistrates who had been dispatched from the capital.51
The first large-scale peasant revolt broke out in 889, five
years after the Huang Chao Rebellion (875-84) in mainland China,
and then a succession of rebellions erupted across the Korean
Peninsula. Two leaders, one from poor peasant stock and the
other an outcast royal prince, eventually consolidated the peasant
rebel forces, and established the Later Paekche in 900 and Later
Koguryeo in 901, respectively.

資治通鑑 卷二百十一 唐紀二十七
玄宗 開元二年 [714] 十二月 置隴

DECLINE AND FALL OF THE TANG DYNASTY

右節度大使 須嗣…十二州…天寶六

Empress Wu, in alliance with the Silla, was able to
conquer Paekche in 660-3 and Koguryeo in 668, but fighting
against the Silla began in 671, and the Tang army was expelled
from the Korean Peninsula by 676. The Tang conquests in Central
Asia had surpassed those of the Han dynasty. The Tibetans,
however, defeated a large Tang army in the Qinghai region in 678.

載 十二月 至是 諸道節度盡用胡人
55

See Graff (2002: 208-9, and 239).

資治通鑑 卷二百五 唐紀二十一 則
天后 萬歲通天元年 [696] 九月 制
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There also emerged the Second Eastern Turkic Empire (682-741)
that came to rule the Mongolian steppe until replaced by the
Uighur Turkic Empire (744-840). While the Xianbei who had
settled themselves in the mainland China came to lose every
vestige of their military valor, the Qidan-Xianbei tribes upheld
their nomadic warrior tradition on the western Manchurian
steppe. In May 696, there occurred a devastating invasion of
Hebei led by a grandson of the Qidan tribal chieftain (大賀/李窟
哥) who had been appointed as Dudu of the Liaoxi steppe area (松
漠都督) by Taizong in 648. In March 697, Empress Wu was
forced to make huge payments to the Eastern Turkic Khaghan
(Mo-ch’o 默啜 r.692-716) who was able to destroy the Qidans by
June. There then emerged a full-fledged macro-Tungusic Parhae in
698, and the Tang were expelled from the Liaodong area by the
mid-eighth century, retreating behind the Great Wall. 52
Twitchett (1979: 74) states: Empress Wu “practiced a
tyrannical and repressive style of government, using secret agents
and constant purges. She attempted to eliminate the power of the
imperial clan, many of whom were killed, and she…attempted to
curb the power of the north-western aristocratic clans who were
the dynasty’s principal supporters. … The empress herself
recruited comparatively few men through the examinations. [But
the] bureaucratic elite who had entered service through the
examinations began to be appointed to the highest court offices.”
Before her death on November 26, 705, the 82-year old
Empress Wu (r.660-705) had to make her third son (Zhongzong
中宗/顯/哲 b.656 r.683/705-10) to ascend the throne on January
25, restoring the Tang name on February 5, 705. The restored
Tang court, however, continued to be dominated until 713 by a
series of women. Wu Zetian’s daughter-in-law, Empress Wei, the
wife of Zhongzong, poisoned her husband on June 2, 710 in
conspiracy with her daughter, Anle. Both Empress Wei and
Princess Anle were killed on June 20, 710. On June 24, Wu
Zetian’s only daughter, Taiping (663-713), literally pulled down
her 16-year old nephew (少帝) from the throne he had occupied
for only 18 days, to make her brother (Ruizhong 睿宗/輪/旦
662-716) emperor. Ruizong (r.684/710-2) was Wu Zetian’s fourth
son. He was persuaded by Princess Taiping to abdicate the throne
two years later, on August 3, 712, in favor of his son (Xuanzhong
玄宗/隆基 685-762), the grandson of Wu Zetian. Princess

Wu Zetian Became Ruler of Mainland China

天下繫囚及士庶家奴驍勇者 官償其
値 發以擊契丹 又令山東近邊諸州
置武騎團兵
資治通鑑 卷二百十二 唐紀二十八
玄宗 開元十年[722] 八月 諸衛府兵
…逃亡略盡…召募壯士充宿衛 不問
色役..分隷諸衛…兵農之分從此始矣
二十六年[738] 正月…諸邊之長征兵
召募向足 自今鎭兵 勿復遣
資治通鑑 卷二百十六 唐紀 三十二
玄宗 天寶八載 [749] 四月 自募置
彍騎 府兵日益墮壞 死及逃兦者 有
司不復㸃補 其六䭾馬牛 器械糗糧
耗散略盡…五月…其彍騎之法 天寶
[742-56]以後 稍亦變廢 應募者 皆市

井負販 無賴子弟 未嘗習兵 時承平
日久 議者多謂 中國兵可稍…猛將
精兵 皆聚於西北 中國無武備矣
資治通鑑 卷二百三十二 唐紀 四十
八 德宗 貞元二年 [786] 八月 自開
元[713-41]之末…始募長征兵 謂之彍
騎 其後益爲六軍...兵不土著 又無宗
族...㤀身徇利 禍亂遂生
56

See Twitchett (1979: 426-7, 433-5,

443, 449, 455-7, 461, 471).

舊唐書 卷二百上 列傳第一百五十
上 安祿山 營州柳城雜種胡人也…
母..突厥巫師…解六蕃語…開元二十
年[732] 張守珪爲幽州節度…拔爲偏
將...開元二十八年[740]…營州都督...
天寶元年 以平盧節度
資治通鑑 卷二百十四 唐紀三十 玄
宗 開元二十四年 [736] 三月 安祿
山者 本營州雜胡…其母巫也 父死
…再適突厥安…有史窣干者[賜名思
明] 與祿山同里閈 先後一日生…張
守珪以祿山爲捉生將…養以爲子 卷
二百十六 唐紀三十二 玄宗 十一載
[752]十二月

我父胡母突厥 十四載

Xuanzong after a Series of Woman Rulers

[752]十一月 祿山發所部兵 及同羅

奚契丹室韋 凡十五萬衆...叛於范陽
57

Lewis (2009: 124) notes that “men of

humble background had fertile estates
south of the capital, with several dozen
of them linked up one after the other.”

資治通鑑 卷二百二十六 唐紀四十
二 德宗 建中元年 [780] 正月 約百
姓丁産 定等級 改作兩稅法…徵科
色目 一切罷之…唐初…有田則有租
有身則有庸 有戶則有調 玄宗之末
版籍浸壞 多非其實..戶..以貧富爲差
資治通鑑 卷二百三十四 唐紀五十
德宗 貞元十年 [794] 五月…兩稅之
立 惟以資産爲宗 不以丁身爲本…
租出穀 庸出絹 調出繒纊布[綾絁綿
麻]…兩稅..但估資産爲差 便以錢穀
定稅…或增價以買..減價以賣…今京
畿之內 每田一畝 官稅五升 而私家
收租 殆有畝至一石者 是二十倍於
官稅也…夫土地王者之所有 有耕稼
農夫之所爲 而兼并之徒 居然受利
58

General Gao Xianzhi (高仙芝) of

Anxi led 10,000 cavalry across the
Pamirs in 747; conquered the Tibetan
client kingdom of Little Balur (Gilgit),
cutting Tibet’s communication with the
Arabs and the Western Turks; and was
thereby appointed as the military
governor of Anxi (安西四鎭節度使).
In 750, Gao conquered the kingdoms of
Turgesh (突騎施) in the Ili valley, Kish
(朅師) in north of India, and Tashkent
(石國) in Central Asia, but his army of
30,000 was routed by the Arab army
(led by the governor of Samarkand) on
the Talas River in 751. Tang lost all of
Central Asia by Gao’s defeat.
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Taiping, together with the entrenched Wu supporters, attempted
to murder Xuanzong (r.712-56) in June 713.53 Xuanzong,
however, with the help of a eunuch (Gao Lishi 高力士 d.762), a
Koguryeo person (Wang Maozhong 王毛仲 d.731), and others,
managed to kill the Princess on July 4, 713. Xuanzong was at first
an industrious ruler, but in his later years, as Twitchett (1979: 156) says, he “ceased to discuss policy regularly with…ministers, and
began…to use…the eunuch staff of the palace as personal
agents…and turned his attention to religion and the pursuit of
pleasure.” Although the Tang still managed to display grandeur
and prosperity, the Turkish khaghans were extracting huge
amounts of silk and other gifts from them. The Sogdian
merchants of the Turkestan oases acted as buyers of extorted silk
and other luxury goods for trade in the west.
As the number of large estates began to expand rapidly
in the early eighth century, less and less land became available for
redistribution. The formation of large private estates (zhuang yuan)
revived the old Qin-Han-type land system, leading to the collapse
of the Equal Field system, and destroying the very foundation of
the fubing regimental system. Empress Wu had established large
permanent armies manned by long-serving troops and a large
number of nomadic cavalry, and stationed them on the northern
frontier under regional commanders. Permanent military
governors began to be appointed in the frontier provinces after
710-1. They were selected exclusively from the Hu-persons (胡人)
after December 747.54 The year 722, or 738 at the latest, saw a
decisive shift toward a mercenary army, and Tang abandoned the
fubing system altogether in 749, relying on the mercenary army that
was to be maintained by the subsequent Han Chinese dynasties,
Song and Ming. A footloose mercenary soldier, the Zizhi Tongjian
explains, was not attached to his own cherished farm or his clan to
fight for its honor.55
An Lushan was born of a Xianbei father and a Turkic
mother (母突厥巫師) in the modern Chaoyang area of Liaoxi. The
Youzhou military governor appointed him a general in 732, and
then adopted him as his son. An Lushan became the Jiedushi for
three northeastern frontier provinces (Pinglu 平盧/朝陽 on
January 6, 742, Fanyang 范陽/北京 on March 5, 744, and
Hedong 河東/太原 on February 2, 751), and rebelled at Fanyang
on November 9, 755.56 The 150,000-man army of An Lushan,
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Rebellions by An Lushan and Shi Siming

that included a large number of the Qidan-Xi-Shiwei Xianbei (奚
契丹室韋) tribes, captured Luoyang in December 755. As if

舊唐書 卷一百四 列傳 第五十四

following the Murong-Xianbei tradition, An Lushan proclaimed
himself emperor of “Greater Yan” on January 1, 756, and
captured Chang’an in June 756, but was killed in January 657 by
his son (who was himself killed in March 759). Suzong
(b.710/r.756-62), who had usurped the throne from his father on
July 12, 756, , appealed to the Uighur Turks to help him recover
the capital. An elite 4,000-man Uighur cavalry force arrived in
September 757. Shi Siming, the childhood friend of An Lushan,
proclaimed himself emperor of Greater Yan (大聖燕王) on
January 1, 759, but was killed in March 761 by his son, who then
killed himself in January 763.
Ikeda On (1973: 121, 148) notes: “Under the Northern
Dynasties [485-581] and the early Tang the implementation of the
Equal Field system…made it imperative that the state should
register every household and individual and oversee the allocation
of every parcel of land.” Wright and Twitchett (1973: 36) note:
“The breakdown of the intricate system of population and land
registration after the rebellion [eliminated] a check upon excessive
accumulation of land. … de facto recognition was given to the
rights of individual landholders to the possession and free
disposal of their lands… The tendency was for the great landed
estate worked by tenant cultivators to become more and more
widespread. Great estates had always existed, usually in the hands
of the state, the imperial clan, the great aristocratic clans, high
officials, or religious foundations … After An Lushan [i.e., after
the destruction of registers] there was a free-for-all in which all
sorts of wealthy persons joined.” As happened in the Han
Chinese dynasties (206 BCE-316 CE), the control over land and
peasants by the great landed-gentry families rapidly increased. To
mask the illegal transfer of land, the peasant households were
removed from the state record, along with the state revenue. The
missing peasants became anonymous tenants of rich landedgentry families. The traditional grain tax on land, corvée (or silk as
substitute) on labor, and silk, cotton, hemp or other speciality tax
on households were formally abolished in 780 and replaced by the
property tax paid in cash or grain. 57
The number of military provinces increased from ten
“frontier” commands in 755 to about forty in 763, mostly located

麗奴..天寶六年[747]…爲安西節度使

高仙芝 本高麗人也…罵仙芝曰…高
唐書 卷五 本紀第五 玄宗天寶十載
高仙芝及大食戰于恆邏斯城 敗積
In December 755, Xuanzong summarily
executed Gao for his failure to defeat
the An Lushan rebels, and let another
general of Koguryeo origin (王思禮
d.761) command the army in June 756.

資治通鑑 卷二百十六 唐紀 三十二
玄宗 天寶十二載 五月 初高麗人王
思禮…天寶十四載 [755] 十二月 祿
山陷東京…仙芝乃師見兵 西趣潼關
上..令...斬仙芝 肅宗 至德元載 [756]
六月…以思禮爲行在都知兵馬使…
安祿山…將兵入長安…七月…肅宗
卽位…十月...上疏請...復兩京…令兵
部尙書王思禮副之...二載 [757] 二月
…關內節度使王思禮…
59

資治通鑑 卷二百二十 唐紀三十

六 肅宗 乾元元年[758] 十二月…平
盧節度使薨...高麗人李懷玉[正己]...
推..立之 節度使由軍士廢立 自此始
永泰元年[765] 五月…李正己得衆心
…奉…爲帥…時…節度使…收安史
餘黨 各擁勁卒數萬…自署文武將吏
不供貢賦..雖名藩臣羈縻而巳…大曆
十二年[777] 十二月…平盧節度使李
正己…擁兵十萬…雖奉事朝廷 而不
用其法令 官爵甲兵 租賦刑殺 皆自
專之…名藩臣 而實如蠻貊異域焉
舊唐書 卷一百二十四 列傳 第七十
四 李正己 高麗人也...寶應中 [7623] 得衆心... 朝廷因授平盧淄靑節度

觀察使

海運押新羅渤海兩蕃使...大

曆十三年[778]...初有淄靑齊海登萊沂
密德棣等州之地...復得曹濮徐兗鄆
共十有五州...貨市渤海名馬...最稱强

Disintegration of the Tang Empire

大...時年四十九...建中二年正己卒...
納…統父衆...僞稱齊王建置百官...年
三十四...貞元八年 納死 軍衆以 師
古代其位..平盧及淄靑節度營田觀察
海運陸運押新羅渤海兩使…自正己
至師道 竊有鄆曹等十二州六十年矣
...擒師道以斬其首...元和十四年[819]
60

資治通鑑 卷二百十六 唐紀 二十

五 睿宗 景雲元年[710] 六月 隆基
有二 奴 王毛仲...勇善騎射 常侍衛
右...毛 仲本高麗也...玄宗 開元十三
年 [725] 十一月…隴右…上初卽位
牧馬有二十四萬匹 以太僕卿王毛仲
爲內外閑廐使…至是有馬四十三萬
匹 牛羊稱是…上嘉毛仲之功…加…
開府儀同三司…十八年 十一月…毛
仲求兵部尙書 不得…寵任宦官...爲
三品將軍...高力士...十九年[731]正
月...述毛仲不忠怨望…賜死...自是
宦官勢益盛
資治通鑑 卷二百二十四 唐紀四十
代宗 大曆五年 [770] 正月 神策軍
使內侍監…專典禁兵…於北軍置獄
…羅告富室 誣以罪惡…籍沒其家
資治通鑑 卷二百六十三 唐紀七十
九 昭宗 天復三年...天寶[742-56]以
來宦官浸盛 貞元[785-805]以末 分
羽林衛爲左右神策軍…宦官主之...參
掌機密 奪百司權…臣光曰…漢不握
兵…太宗…深抑宦官 無得過四品…
高力士 省決章奏 乃至進退將相…
文武宣宜僖昭六帝 皆爲宦官所立
Xianzong (r.805-20) died from
poisoning by a eunuch. Kuhn (2009:
13) notes: “Muzong (r.820-4)…
playing…polo…suffered injuries to
which he succumbed… Jingzong
(r.824-6)…spent much time among…
eunuch polo players… was murdered
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in the interior, drastically reducing the authority of the Tang
court. The military commanders, many of them ex-rebels or aliens
(such as Gao Xianzhi of Koguryeo origin), began to take on the
character of independent “hereditary” military governors with
fiscal and economic authority, recruiting civil and military officials,
and commanding professional mercenary soldiers with loyalty to
the governors themselves. 58 The regional military governors, such
as Li Zheng’ji (李正己 732-81) of Koguryeo origin who had been
put forward by soldiers for the military governorship in the 760s
and came to hold jurisdiction over fifteen provinces as well as the
diplomatic contacts with the Silla and Parhae (during 763-819) as
the hereditary Military Governor of Pinglu-Ziqing, did not permit
interference from the central government. Li Zheng’jis son Na (納
758-92) had even established a full officialdom, styling himself the
King of Qi (齊王) in 782 in collusion with three other Jiedushi who
had claimed themselves to be the kings of Ji, Wei, and Zho,
respectively. 59 Li Zheng’ji, his son, and his grandsons (師古/d.806;
道/d.819) ruled almost 60 years as independent regional rulers.
Kuhn (2009: 10-1) states: “for more than 130 years, the
Tang empire’s system of government and administration had been
solidly grounded in the loyalty and self-understanding of an
aristocratic class and of educated officials [the collaborators] who
believed in the cultural and political achievements and superiority
of the dynasty. … The final disintegration of the Tang between
820 and 907 required several unqualified emperors and the most
adverse conditions at court to drive the dynasty to ruin.”
Wang Maozhong, another person of Koguryeo origin
who was trusted by Xuanzong, was entrapped and died in 731 by
the eunuch Gao Lishi and, according to the Zizhi Tongjian, the
Tang court came to be dominated by the eunuchs from that time
on. Traditionally, the eunuchs had never commanded an army, and
Tang Taizong prohibited the appointment of eunuchs as officials
above the Fourth Rank. In 770, the eunuch commander of the
imperial force even established the eunuchs’ own fearsome prison
to imprison rich people for extortion. After August 798, the only
central army that was not under the control of regional military
governors was commanded by the eunuchs. The six emperors
during the period of 826-904 were all installed by the eunuchs. 60
In mainland China, the fierce Xianbei horsemen had
long ago melted away; nor did the fubing army continue to exist.
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Putting down the rebellions of An Lushan and Shi Siming, the
Uighur Turks became the indispensable, albeit greedily
extortionate, protector of the Tang. Tang owed its continued
existence to the Uighur military support. When the Uighur-Turks
were destroyed in 840 by the Kirghiz-Turks from the Yenisei
region, the Tang court lost the Lord Protector.
On February 12, 843, the Kirghiz Turks sent an envoy to
the Tang court who was honored more highly than the envoy
from Parhae. The Kirghiz Turks, however, showed no interest in
playing the role of protector-cum-extortioner and, when the Pang
Xun (龐勛) rebellion erupted in 868-9, the Tang rulers had to
appeal to the small but valiant Shatuo Turkic tribe in the Ordos
steppe that had submitted to the Tang in 808. As a reward for his
service in putting down the rebellion, the chieftain of the Shatuo
Turks, Zhu-ye Chi-xin (朱邪赤心/李國昌 d.883), was appointed
military governor and granted the Tang imperial surname. His
third son, Li Keyong (李克用/武皇帝 856-908), leading a 40,000man army, helped the Tang court in 882-4 to pacify the rebellion
by Huang Chao (黃巢), who had captured Chang’an and
proclaimed himself Emperor of Great Qi on December 13, 880.61
Being divided into a number of de-facto independent
states under military governors who became hereditary satraps,
the Tang dynasty went into coma after the An Lushan and Shi
Siming rebellions (755-63), apparently died in the Huang Chao
Rebellion (875-84), and was officially buried in 907 by Zhu Wen, a
Han Chinese general of peasant-rebel origin. There appeared five
dynasties in rapid succession in North China, three of them (in
the middle) being founded by the Shatuo-Turks. At the same time,
there appeared ten province-size kingdoms in central and south
China that were ruled by the independent Tang military governors
who now declared themselves either kings or emperors. According
to Fairbank and Goldman (1992: 86), “the actual interregnum in
central power lasted all the way from the rebellion of 755 to 979.”
Chang’an had served as the global center for traders,
pilgrims, and students from all over the world. Chang’an was,
however, occupied by Huang Chao between December 5, 880 and
April 5, 883, and was abandoned altogether by Zhu Wen on
January 26, 904. Ever since, Chang’an was unable to recover the
status of a metropolitan capital of great political importance.

Rebellions by Pang Xun and Huang Chao

at their hands. … Wenzong (r.82640)…was neither…strong enough to
emancipate himself from dependence
on the eunuchs… died… Wuzong
(r.840-6) [and] Xuanzong (r.84659)…died from poisoning.” See also
Franke and Twitchett (1994: 5), and
Eberhard (1965: 144-5, 153-5).
61

See Barfield (1989: 166), Graff

(2002: 221), and Wang (1963: 19, 30).

資治通鑑 卷二百二十三 唐紀四十
九 德宗 貞元六年 [794] 五月…北
庭人苦於回鶻[回紇 before 788]誅求
…沙陀酋長…降於吐蕃
資治通鑑 卷二百三十七 唐紀五十
三 憲宗 元和三年 [808] 六月…沙
陀勁勇冠諸胡 吐蕃置之甘州 每戰
以爲前鋒 回鶻攻吐蕃…酋長朱邪盡
忠 與其子執宜…歸於唐…置之鹽州
爲市牛羊 廣其畜牧 善撫之 …每有
征討 用之 所向皆捷 靈鹽軍益彊
資治通鑑 卷二百四十六 唐紀六十
二 文宗 開成四年[840] 十一月…沙
陀朱邪赤心…攻可汗…自殺…回鶻
遂衰 赤心執宜之子也 五年 九月…
初伊吾之西 焉耆之北 有黠戞斯部
落...堅昆...結骨…阿熱始自稱可汗…
回鶻別將..引..十萬騎 攻回鶻大破之
資治通鑑 卷二百四十七 唐紀六十
三 武宗 會昌三年 [843] 二月 黠戞
斯遣使者..班在勃海使之上…求冊命
…上恐加可汗之名 卽不修臣禮 踵
回鶻故事 求歲遣及賣馬 猶豫未決
62

Abramson (2003: 132-3) states: “It is

significant that, during the early part of
the Tang, when civil and military virtues
were celebrated equally and official
careers frequently demanded abilities
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Hiding the Xianbei Roots of Sui and Tang

and accomplishments in both arenas,

8. Hiding the Xianbei Roots of the Sui and Tang

the massive stone sculptures of
exemplary officials outside the imperial
mausolea…lack any civil-military
distinction; they all carry swords and
wear identical robes, as well as having
identical physiognomies. … Even
though identifiably Han figures,
generally individuals of low status,
sometimes diverged from these ideals,
they mostly did so incrementally.”
63

The Jinshi declares that the official
progenitor of the Wanyan clan had

originally come from Koryeo. This fact,
however, does not make Jin a Korean
dynasty. According to the Weishu, the
Empress Gao of Xiaowen’di (r.471-99),
who gave birth to Emperor Xuanwu
(r.499-515) of Northern Wei, was a
younger sister of Gao Zhao. According
to the Zizhi Tongjian, Gao Zhao was a
Koguryeo person. Xuanwu’di also
married a niece of Gao Zhao. Mixed
blood or not, these facts do not make
Northern Wei a Korean dynasty. A
Koryeo woman became the empress,
called Empress Ki, of the last Yuan
emperor. She gave birth to the Prince
Imperial, who ascended the throne of
Northern Yuan (1368-91) in 1370.
These facts do not make either Yuan or
Northern Yuan a Korean dynasty; both
were pure-blooded Mongol dynasties.
Six Mongol princesses in direct descent
from Chinggis Khan, plus one
commoner woman, married Koryeo
kings, giving birth to three royal heirs,
but neither does this fact make Koryeo
a Mongol dynasty.

XIANBEI CLANS, CALLED NORTHWESTERN ARISTOCRATIC CLANS

Wright and Twitchett (1973: 42-3) declare that “the
distinctive life-style of [Sui-Tang] period, [was very] different from
the scholarly self-image reflected by Chinese scholars of later
generations and by their Western imitators. The Tang elite were
far more active and led far less bookish lives … They were
horsemen and hunters who practiced archery and falconry and
played polo. … Their womenfolk led equally active lives.” And yet,
they conclude that “the Tang was the last dynasty when a
member of the elite was expected to have learned the basic
martial arts; the last dynasty when military and civil careers were
not sharply separate.” 62 Apparently they regard only the Song and
Ming, and never even one of the Liao, Jin, Yuan, and Qing
conquest dynasties, as successors to Sui and Tang.
Twitchett (1979: 4) somehow feels obliged to take
extreme care in making the following statement: “the Sui first
came to power as the successor of the [Tuoba-Xianbei] Northern
Zhou. … The foundation of its empire was…simply a court coup
which placed on the throne one noble north-western family [the
euphemism for one Xianbei ruling clan] in place of another. The
succession of the Tang, in its turn, simply transferred the throne
to yet another of this close-knit group of [Xianbei] families, and
throughout the seventh and early eighth centuries the Sui royal
family of Yang, the Dugu, and members of the Northern Zhou
royal family of Yuwen remained ubiquitous and extremely
influential. … The Sui court did not merely perpetuate the
political dominance of this small group of great north-western
aristocratic clans [again, the euphemism for the great Xianbei clans]; it
also continued to organize its empire by means of tried
institutions that had been employed under the northern [conquest]
dynasties… Tang continued along almost identical lines. There
was thus a powerful continuity, both in terms of the dominant
social group, and of political institutions, running from the [TuobaXianbei] Northern Wei through the early Tang.”
Even before making these statements couched in careful
euphemism [deciphered above in the square brackets], Twitchett (1979:
2) puts forth the familiar predetermined conclusion at the very
beginning of the Introductory Chapter—namely, that “the unified
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empire set up by the Qin and the Han had been shattered” by 220
CE, but “the single most important long term development
during these centuries was the final re-establishment of Chinese national
unity” in the name of the Sui and Tang.
Lewis (2009b: 150-1) states that “nomadic chiefs ruled
over both Chinese and nomads… This first happened under the
Northern Wei, and it recurred throughout later Chinese history.”
Although intermarriages with the Chinese cannot make the
Xianbei aristocracy the Chinese aristocracy, the expression of
“mixed-blood aristocracy” has served as a typical euphemism for
the “Xianbei aristocracy” as a prelude to classifying it tacitly as the
Han Chinese aristocracy. 63 Most historians keep writing that the
founders of Sui and Tang were from “mixed-blood” families of
the [amorphous] “Northwestern” aristocracy, and then hasten to
present both Sui and Tang as the paragon of Chinese dynasties. 64
The Sinocentric historiography cannot explain the
gigantic scope and cost of the campaigns waged against the
proto-macro-Tugusic Koguryeo, and the persistence with which
they were pursued by Sui Wendi-Yangdi and Tang Taizong. The
great apprehension harbored by the nascent Sui-Tang dynasties of
Xianbei provenance against the potential threat of the emerging
macro-Tugusic force becomes a conundrum in Sinocentric
historiography, even with the benefit of hindsight after the
destruction of the Qidan-Xianbei Liao by the Nüzhen-Tungus
Jin.65

Making Tang Paragon of Chinese Dynasty

64

Most historians regard Tang Taizong

as “an ideal Han Chinese emperor,”
embodying civil (wen) and military (wu)
virtue, and conceptualize Tang as “one
of the greatest native dynasties” in
Chinese history, asserting as if to salve
their nagging conscience that, after all,
“at no time was there a pure Chinese or
pure Inner Asian identity.” See WaleyCohen (2006: 2-3 and 113).
65

Northern Zhou Wudi (r.560-78)

reunified North China, and his son
Xuan’di (b.559/r.578-80) rebuilt
Luoyang, that had lain in ruins after the
fall of Northern Wei, as the eastern
capital. The Sinocentric historiography
can not understand why Sui Yangdi
“followed the style of his brother-in-law
Zhou Xuan’di,” and rebuilt Luoyang,
employing Yuwen Kai, the same
architect who had built the Sui capital
Daxingcheng (大興城 in 582) for
Wendi, as the eastern capital between
605-6 “in line with a Northern Zhou
tradition.” See Xiong (1993: 73-5, 81).

9. Tang-Song Transition: Decisive Rupture in History of China

66

Ho (ibid: 133) further notes the fact

that “the author of the phonetic

Ho states: “the fourth…century and the following fifth
and sixth centuries seem to constitute a special chapter in which
the blending of various streams of ethnicity in the bodies of the
‘Chinese’ of entire North China may have reached an extent never
equaled in subsequent Chinese history (1998: 136); the spirit of
tolerance and of cosmopolitanism exhibited by Tang Chinese is
almost exact opposite to [alleged] ‘Han chauvinism,’ arrogance,
and xenophobia (ibid: 134); and the kind of true metropolitanism
that characterized the life, outlook, and attitude of the Tang
Chinese is almost unique in world history (ibid: 135).”66
Kuhn (2009: 1) states that the transition from Tang to

dictionary Qie-Yun (切韻), Lu Fayan(陸

法言), …was a member of aristocratic
Xianbei family. … The three…leading
poets…Bo Ju-yi (白居易), Yuan Zhen
(元稹), and Liu Yu-xi (劉禹錫) were
respectively of Central Asian, Xianbei,
and Xiongnu descent. … The great
architect Yu-wen Kai (宇文愷) was of
mixed Xiongnu and Xianbei descent,”
rather oddly, in defense of his
sinicization (漢化) thesis (ibid: 134).

Descendants of Xianbei Conquest Dynasties
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周書 卷五十 列傳第四十二 異域

突厥

阿史那子...其後曰土門…而求

婚於我 太祖[孝文帝 r.535-51]許之
十七年[551]以[西]魏長樂公主妻之...
魏廢帝[r.551-4]元年

土門發兵擊茹

茹…阿那瓌自殺…土門遂自號伊利
可汗 猶古之單于也…土門死 子科
羅立…號乙息記可汗…羅立死 弟俟
斤立

號木汗可汗[r.553-72]…其地東

自遼海以西 西至西海萬里 南自沙
漠以北 北至北海五六千里 皆屬焉
…明帝二年[558]...

時與齊人交爭…

俟斤又以他女許高祖[周武帝r.56078]…[保定]三年[563] 詔隨公楊忠率

衆一萬 與突厥伐齊…五年[565] …
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Song “marks the most decisive rupture in the history of imperial
China. The…hereditary aristocratic families…vanished… A newly
emerging class of scholar-officials, trained in Confucian doctrine
…was…to take on responsibility for reshaping Chinese tradition
…as to call the Song transformation a Chinese renaissance.”
Tang (618-907) may more simply be understood as the
sixth generation of the Xianbei conquest dynasties, including
Murong-Xianbei Former Yan (352-70), Tuoba-Xianbei Northern
Wei (386-534), Western Wei (535-56), Northern Zhou (556-81),
and Sui (581-618). Qidan Liao (907-1125) may then be regarded as
the seventh generation Xianbei conquest dynasty. Sui and Tang
were the social, cultural, and political descendants of the Xianbei
conquest regimes that drew together the Chinese and nonChinese cultural strands with cosmopolitanism and creativity in all
the arts.

神武公竇毅…往逆女…俟斤死 弟他
鉢可汗立[r.572-81]…朝廷旣與和親
歲給繒絮錦綵十萬段…帝冊趙王[宇

Appendix 8.1. The Eastern and Western Turkish Empires

文招]招女爲千金公主以嫁之…大象
二年[580]…且逆公主
隋書卷八十四 列傳第四十九 北狄
突厥之先…沙鉢略妻

宇文氏之女

曰千金公主 自傷宗祀絶滅 每懷復
隋之志 日夜言之於沙鉢略 由是悉
衆爲寇 空弦之士四十萬…沙鉢略以
阿波驍悍

忌之…襲擊其部…阿波..

西奔達頭可汗…沙鉢略之從父也 舊
爲西面可汗…遂與沙鉢略相攻..連兵
不已…時沙鉢略爲達頭所困 又東畏
契丹…高祖報書曰…今日看沙鉢略
共兒子不異…以磧[Gobi]爲界…[開
皇]十七年[597]…上欲離間北夷...[大
業]十一年[615]…始畢…入寇

圍帝

於雁門…隋末亂離…勢能中夏…竇
建德 王世充…皆北面稱臣
68

Turan Khaghan (都藍 r.588-99), a

son of Ishbara, was succeeded by his
cousin, Jamqan Khaghan (啓民 r.599-

A Turkish leader named T’u-men (阿史那土門 r.552-3),
initially the Rouran’s vassal, married the Xianbei Princess Changle
of Western Wei in 551 and destroyed the Rouran Empire in
January 552, establishing the Eastern Turkish Empire. T’u-men
died in 553, and his sons (K’o-lo d.553, and Muqan r.553-72)
succeeded him to become Dong-mian (facing-east) Khaghan, while
T’u-men’s brother Istämi (室點密 r.552-76) and his son Tardu (達
頭 r.577-603) began to rule the Western Turkish Empire with the
subordinate title (葉護 Yabghu) of Xi-mian (西面) Khaghan.
In 567, Wudi (r.560-78) of Northern Zhou married a
daughter of Muqan Khaghan, apparently to consolidate their
alliance against the Northern Qi. The Zhou court paid 100,000
units of various silk products to the Turks every year as a reward
for their military alliance. Taspar Khaghan (他鉢可汗 r.572-81),
the younger brother of Muqan, was succeeded by a grandson of
T’u-men, Ishbara Khaghan (攝圖/沙鉢略 r.581-7), who had
married a princess of the Yuwen family (宇文招女 千金公主) in
June 580. The Zhou princess made every effort to persuade the
Ishbara Khaghan to revenge the downfall of Yuwen Tai’s family
(in 581) in the hands of the usurper, the founder of the Sui
dynasty, Yang Jian.67 In 582, Tardu proclaimed himself Khaghan
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of the Western Turkish Empire (步迦可汗), and then kept
attacking the Eastern Turks under Turan-Jamqan khaghans. 68
Beckwith (2009: 114) identifies the Rourans (蠕蠕/柔然/
茹茹) with the Avars, and states: “The Turk pursued the remnants
of the Avars across the length and breadth of Eurasia, conquering
as they went, until they had united under Turkic rule the entire
Central Eurasian steppe and had come into direct contact with
the…Persian, and Eastern Roman empires. The Avars were given
refuge by the Eastern Roman Empire. Partly through clever
alliances with other peoples they made their way into the
Pannonian Plain, where they settled and continued to call their
ruler the khaghan, to the great annoyance of the Turk.”69
The Eastern Turks, stretching from the Greater Xiang’an
Range to the Altai Mountains, extracted silk from the Northern
Zhou-Qi courts, and the Western Turks traded it to Persia and
Byzantium.70 By the time of Tardu’s grandson (射匱), the Western
Turkish Empire extended from the Altai Mountains to the
Caspian Sea, and his son relocated the capital to Tashkent.71
When the Eastern Turks were engaged in a civil war
after the death of Taspar Khaghan, Sui Wendi encouraged the
rivalry and feuding among the Turkish royal clans, and Yangdi was
able to dispatch 20,000 Turks to destroy the Qidans. Li Shimin
sent a large army to the steppe in 629 and captured the last Dongmian khaghan in 630. The remaining Turkish tribes either went
over to the Tang or fled west. The Turks under Tang were able to
defeat the western Turks in 657, and the Tang court was able to
impose new rulers on them. The Turks, however, revolted in 679
and were able to establish the Second Eastern Turkish Empire in
682 under the leadership of Khutlugh (骨篤祿 r.682-92). 72 In
710-1, the Eastern Turks defeated the Western Turks based in
Zungaria, northern Tarim, and eastern Transoxania. The last
khaghan of the Second Eastern Turkish Empire, Tängri (登利
r.734-41), was murdered by a prince. The Uiguhr Turks, one of
the subject tribes, were able to establish the Uiguhr Turkish
Empire (744-840).73
The vast Western Turkic realm became divided into five
independent regions consisting of (1) Zungaria, northern Tarim,
and eastern Transoxania; (2) southern Central Asia; (3) lower
Volga and the North Caucasus steppe to the Don; (4) the lower
Danube area and the lands to the west; and (5) Volga-Kama area.74

Eastern and Western Turkish Empires

609), who conspired to kill the Zhou
Princess (who had married Ishbara
Khaghan 宇文招女 千金公主) and
then married Sui princesses (安義/義

成公主). Jamqan was succeeded by
his son, Sibir Khaghan (始畢 r.60919), who took his stepmother (the Sui
princess 義成) as wife but allied
himself with Li Yuan, the founder of
Tang, to destroy the Sui dynasty.
69

See also Grousset (1970: 171-6).

70

See Barfield (1989: 133).

71

資治通鑑 卷一百八十七 唐紀三

高祖 武德二年[619]七月…射匱者達
頭可汗之孫也…東至金山 西至海…
子統葉護...移廷於石國北千泉…西域
諸國皆臣之..各遣吐屯監之督其征賦
Kuwayama (1988: 21) notes that TonYabghu “annexed the Tiele, … fought
against Sassanian Persia, … came into
contact with Kāpiśī, …and made all of
them come under his jurisdiction.”
72

When the Qidans broke away from

Turkish control and raided North China,
Khutlugh’s younger brother, Mo-ch’o
(默啜 r.692-716), destroyed the Qidan
army in 696 in return for huge gifts from
Empress Wu.
73

See Barfield (1989: 136-51) and

Beckwith (2009: 116-8, 131).

舊唐書 卷一百九十五 列傳第一百
四十五 回紇 其先匈奴之裔也 在後
魏時 號鐵勒部落…臣屬突厥
74

See Beckwith (2009: 115-6).
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